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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 

 
 
MANGOSOFT, INC. 
-and- 
MANGOSOFT CORPORATION, 

Plaintiffs, 

v. 

ORACLE CORPORATION, 

Defendant. 

 

 

Case No.  C 02-545 - JM 

PLAINTIFF MANGOSOFT, INC. 
AND MANGOSOFT 
CORPORATION’S OPENING 
CLAIM CONSTRUCTION BRIEF 
 

 

 
Plaintiffs, Mangosoft, Inc. and Mangosoft Corporation (together “Mangosoft”) 

respectfully submit this brief in support of their proposed claim construction in this patent case.  

For the reasons set forth below, Mangosoft requests that the Court adopt the meaning of the 

disputed claim terms proposed by Mangosoft. 

I.  THE PATENTS-IN-SUIT 

Mangosoft alleges that defendant, Oracle Corporation (“Oracle”), infringes 

numerous claims of Mangosoft’s US. Patent Nos. 6,148,377 (“the ‘377 patent”) and 5,918,229 

(“the ‘229 patent”).  The Abstract of the ‘377 patent describes generally the subject matter of 

these patents: 

Distributed shared memory systems and processes that can connect 
into each node of a computer network to encapsulate the memory 
management operations of the connected nodes and to provide 
thereby an abstraction of a shared virtual memory that can span 
across each node of the network and that optionally span across 
each memory device connected to the computer network. 
Accordingly, each node on the network having the distributed 
shared memory system of the invention can access the shared 
memory. 

‘377 patent at Abstract.  In other words, the asserted patents relate to networking a plurality of 
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computers and configuring the computers so that memory can be shared among the plurality of 

computers through a shared memory system.  

The patent claims asserted against Oracle are directed to computer systems 

consisting of groups of computers interconnected by a network connection.  These systems are 

commonly known as a “cluster” or a “computer cluster.”  Each of the computers, or “nodes,” of 

the cluster is responsible for managing its own memory resources, which includes Random 

Access Memory (RAM) and disk memory, and in accordance with the invention, making the 

data stored in its memory resources available to the other nodes of the cluster.  As described in 

the patents, this function is accomplished using the concept of a memory space that is shared 

among the nodes of the cluster.  The patents also describe a subsystem that manages the shared 

memory space and the relationship between the shared memory space and memory resources of 

the nodes in the cluster. 

The memory resources of each node of a cluster typically include RAM and disk 

memory.  One advantage of RAM is that it usually provides higher speed access to data than disk 

memory.  However, RAM is generally understood to be volatile memory, i.e., it does not have 

the ability to store data when power is removed.  Disk memory is generally understood to be 

persistent, i.e., it maintains a store of data after power is removed.  But disk memory usually 

provides much slower access to data than does RAM.  In prior systems, files and data are 

typically stored on disk memory and accessed by multiple users.  In order to make access more 

efficient, a copy of frequently accessed data can also temporarily be held, or buffered, in RAM. 

When a user seeks to access a piece of data from a node, the node initially looks to see if the 

piece of data is buffered in its own RAM.  If the data is buffered in its own RAM, the node will 

provide the data to the user on that node from the faster RAM memory.  If the piece of data is not 
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buffered in its own RAM, the node will access the piece of data from disk memory to which it 

has access.   

In contrast, according to the’229 and ‘377 patents, if the piece of data is not 

buffered in the node’s own RAM (the “local” RAM), the node looks to see if the data is buffered 

in another node’s RAM (the “remote” RAM).  If the piece of data is buffered in the remote 

node’s RAM, then the local node will request that the data be sent from the remote node to the 

local node.  The local node will access the data from disk memory only if the data is not buffered 

on any node’s RAM. 

III. “LOCAL … MEMORY DEVICE” 

The claims of the ‘377 patent and the ‘229 patent use the terms “local volatile 

memory device” and “local persistent memory device” as follows in the exemplary claim 

elements: 

a local volatile memory device coupled to said computer and 
having volatile storage for data signals 

and 

a local persistent memory device coupled to said computer and 
having persistent storage for data signals. 

‘377 patent at 16:l-4.   

  Mangosoft proposes that these terms be construed to mean “a memory device 

that loses data when power is disconnected from the device, a portion or the whole of which can 

be contributed to the shared addressable memory space by a particular node” and “a memory 

device that does not lose data when power is disconnected from the device, a portion or the 

whole of which can be contributed to the shared addressable memory space by a particular 

node,” respectively.  Oracle, on the other hand, proposes that the term “local . . . memory device” 

be construed to mean “a memory device directly attached only to one node.”  As set forth below, 

Mangosoft’s construction flows directly from the plain language of the claims, as confirmed by 
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the specification.   

The language of claim 1 of the ‘377 patent states plainly:  “a local volatile 

memory device coupled to said computer and having volatile storage for data signals.” ‘377 

patent at claim 1 (emphasis added).  The term “coupled” is not ambiguous.  Thus, there is no 

need to construe this term, let alone to construe it, as Oracle proposes, to add limitations found 

nowhere in the claims or the patent.  Indeed, Oracle’s contention that the term “local ... memory 

device” should be construed to limit the invention to volatile and persistent memory devices that 

are directly attached to a single computer or node is inconsistent with the plain language of the 

claims. 

The term “coupled” has been held to mean only “to link or join.”  See Level One 

Communications, Inc. v. SEEQ Technology, Inc., 987 F. Supp. 1191, 1196 n. 1 (N.D. Cal. 1997) 

(citing the Random House College Dictionary, “‘[c]ouple’ should be given its ordinary meaning 

of to link or join”).  As the Federal Circuit has also held, “the unmodified term ‘coupled’ 

generically describes a connection, and does not require a mechanical or physical coupling.” 

Johnson Worldwide Associates, Inc. v. Zebco Corp., 175 F.3d 985, 992 (Fed. Cir. 1999).  

Nothing in these definitions suggests the “direct attachment” requirement that Oracle now 

proposes. 

Moreover, the specifications and file histories confirm that “local … memory 

devices” need only be “coupled” to the node and not direct attached.  For example, Figure 2 of 

the ‘377 patent and Figure 6 of the ‘229 patent disclose a persistent network memory device, 26 

and 226, respectively, that is not directly attached only to one node.  With respect to Figures 2 

and 6, the specifications state:   

The memory subsystems 32a-32c [and 232a-232c] can be software 
modules that act as distributors to map portions of the addressable 
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memory space across the depicted memory devices.  The memory 
subsystems further track the data stored in the local memory of 
each node 12 [and 212] and further operate network connections 
with network 38 [and 238] for transferring data between the nodes 
12a-12c [and 212a-212c].  In this way, the memory subsystems 
32a-32c [and 232a-232c] access and control each memory element 
on the network 38 [and 238] to perform memory access operations 
that are transparent to the operating system 16 [and 216].  

‘377 patent at 7:24-34; ‘229 patent at 19:52-62.  Figures 2 and 6 also show that the network 

memory device, 26 and 226, includes portions of the shared addressable memory space Cm, Cp, 

Ct, mapped thereon the same way the other local memory devices 36a-36b and 326a-326c show 

the addressable memory space mapped thereon, consistent with the portions of the specifications 

cited above. 

In addition, the ‘229 patent provides an example in which the local persistent 

memory is not directly attached only to one node: 

For example, a portion of the addressable shared memory space 20 
can be assigned or mapped to one or more hard disk drives that are 
on the network or associated with one or more of the network 
nodes 12a-12d as local hard disk storage for those particular nodes.  

 ‘229 patent at 6:45-50.  The above example demonstrates that a single hard disk drive, on the 

network or associated with one or more of the nodes, is considered “local” to its associated 

nodes, thus supporting Mangosoft’s proposed construction.  

IV. CONCLUSION 

Because, as demonstrated above, Mangosoft’s proposed construction of the term 

“local … memory device” is most closely aligned with the plain meaning of the claim terms and 

the intrinsic record, Mangosoft’s proposed construction should be adopted. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Plaintiffs Mangosoft, Inc. and Mangosoft Corporation (collectively “Mangosoft”) 

have accused an Oracle database software product called Real Application Clusters (“RAC”) of 

infringing a patent related generally to shared memory in computer networks.  The patents at 

issue are U.S. Patent No. 6,148,377 (“the ‘377 patent”), and its continuation-in-part, U.S. Patent 

No. 5,918,229 (“the ‘229 patent”).  Consistent with the process adopted by the Court and set 

forth in the Pretrial Scheduling Order, the parties have identified the terms “local volatile 

memory device coupled to the node and providing volatile storage” and “local persistent memory 

device coupled to the node and providing persistent storage” for construction.   

THE PATENTS-IN-SUIT 

The ‘377 and ‘229 patents are directed generally to computer systems that allow 

multiple computers to share memory resources.  Shared memory systems were well known in the 

art in 1996.  For example, the Background of the Invention section of the ‘377 patent discusses 

prior art “client/server” systems, in which “client” computers access data stored on a central 

shared disk or “server.”  See ‘337 patent at 1:9-29.  As noted in the patent, each client computer 

typically includes private main memory (RAM) and a hard disk.  See id. at 1:13-17.  As the 

patent explains, one of the limitations of these prior art client/server systems was that all shared 
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data was stored and managed on a central server, and thus such systems failed to exploit the 

physical memory devices located on the client computers (e.g., each computer’s RAM and disk), 

and were subject to complete system failure if the server system crashed.  See id. at 1:35-63. 

The system claimed in the patents-in-suit attempts to overcome these limitations 

by providing a shared memory space that is distributed across the computers on the network.  As 

the above passage notes, the shared virtual memory space of the ‘377 patent spans the local 

physical memory devices of the network.  See ‘377 patent at Figs. 1 and 2.  The claimed system 

purports to enable the virtual shared memory space to span the physical memory devices on 

multiple nodes through the use of global address signals that are shared by all the nodes on the 

network.  See id. at 2:29-44.  According to the patent, in this way each computer on the network 

can access data stored in the physical memory of other nodes as if the data were stored in the 

computer’s local memory: 

The invention provides systems that can create and manage a virtual memory 
space that can be shared by each computer on a network and can span the storage 
space of each memory device connected to the network.  Accordingly, all data 
stored on the network can be stored within the virtual memory space and the 
actual physical location of the data can be in any of the memory devices 
connected to the network. 

‘377 patent at 2:21-29; see also id. at 2:45-63 (“The system provides physical memory storage 

for each portion of the virtual memory space in use by mapping each such portion to a physical 

memory device, such as a RAM memory or a hard-drive…. This allows the networked 

computers to appear to have a single memory, and therefore can allow application programs 

running on different computers to communicate using techniques currently employed to 

communicate between applications running on the same machine.”). 

Consistent with the object of the claimed invention, by distributing the physical 

storage for the claimed virtual shared memory space across multiple computers on the network 

instead of relying on a central server system for data storage and management, the invention 

purports to exploit the memory resources (e.g., the RAM and hard disk storage) of these 

computers and avoid the risk of a complete system failure caused by central server crash.  The 
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‘229 patent additionally describes providing distributed control and persistent storage for a 

“structured store of data” (discussed further below), including files, database records, and web 

pages, and using “web servers.”   

“LOCAL … MEMORY DEVICE” 

Representative claim 1 of the ‘229 patent and claim 1 of the ‘377 patent claim a 

“local volatile memory device” and a “local persistent memory device.”  See ‘377 patent at claim 

1 (“… a local volatile memory device coupled to said computer …” and “… a local persistent 

memory device coupled to said computer …”); ‘229 patent at claim 1 (“… a local volatile 

memory device coupled to the node …” and “… a local persistent memory device coupled to the 

node …”).  There is no dispute as to the distinction between persistent and volatile memory.  

Instead, the parties’ dispute is focused on whether the claim language “local … memory device” 

would have been understood by one of ordinary skill in the art in 1996 to mean “a memory 

device directly attached only to one node” (Oracle’s proposal) or “a memory device …, a portion 

or the whole of which can be contributed to the shared addressable memory space by a particular 

node” (Mangosoft’s proposal).  As set forth below, Oracle’s proposed construction is the 

construction most closely tied to the claim language, specification and file history of the patents-

in-suit.  

As the claims of the patents-in-suit make clear, the terms “said computer” and 

“the node” in the claims at issue refer to a single one of the disclosed “plurality of computers” 

and “plurality of nodes” on the network.  See ‘229 patent at claim 1 (“a plurality of nodes inter-

connected by a network, each of said plurality of nodes… including … a local volatile memory 

device coupled to the node…, a local persistent memory device coupled to the node…”) 

(emphasis added).  Likewise, the term “local” in each of the dependent claims in the ‘377 patent 

also refers to the volatile or persistent memory device of a single one of the plurality of 

computers on the claimed network.  See ‘377 patent at claims 2-7 and 9.  Accordingly, one 

skilled in the art would understand from the language of the claims that each of the disclosed 
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volatile and persistent memory devices is directly coupled to a single computer among the 

plurality of computers on the network.  It is the requirement that the memory is attached to only 

a single node that makes it “local.”  Indeed, if a “local . . . memory device” were merely any 

memory coupled to a node, as Mangosoft proposes, the term “local” would be redundant of the 

remainder of the claims’ requirement of a “memory device coupled to said computer.” 

The plain language of the claims also requires that the “local … memory device” 

be directly attached to the node, and not merely linked to the node in some other (unspecified) 

way as Mangosoft would have it.  While the term “coupled” has different meanings in different 

contexts, the term has a well-known meaning in the context of computer systems.  Specifically, 

the term is used to describe a device that is attached directly (i.e., without any intervening device 

or connection) to a computer.  See McGraw Hill Dictionary of Scientific and Technical Terms 

(5th ed. 1994) at 1159-60 (defining local device as “peripheral equipment that is linked directly 

to a computer or other supporting equipment without an intervening communications channel”) 

(emphasis added).  Thus, Oracle’s proposed construction gives the term “local … memory 

device” the meaning it would have to those of skill in the art, while Mangosoft’s proposed 

construction apparently seeks to broaden the term well beyond this meaning and to cover any 

connection (direct or indirect) between the memory device and computer.   

The use of the term “local memory device” in the specification of the ‘229 patent 

is entirely consistent with its usage in the claims, and confirms that each “local” memory device 

is directly coupled to a single node on the network.  For example, the Summary of the Invention 

in the ‘377 patent makes clear that each “local” memory device is coupled to a single one of the 

plurality of computers.  See ‘377 patent at 3:10-14 (“…local persistent memory devices that each 

couple to a respective one of the plural computers.”); 3:28-29 (“…local persistent memory 

devices of the plural computers”); 3:45-47 (“…local persistent memory device of a first 

computer … local persistent memory device of a second computer”); 3:56-62 (“…the volatile 

memory devices can be comprised of a plurality of local volatile memory devices each coupled 
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to a respective one of the plural computers, and the persistent memory devices each coupled to a 

respective one of the plural computers.”) (emphasis added); see also ‘229 patent at 15:55-16:40 

(providing substantially identical disclosure).  Likewise, the rest of the specifications of both 

patents are consistent with the above disclosure in using the term “local” to refer to memory 

devices that are directly coupled to a single node.  See ‘377 patent at 7:1-8 (describing “two local 

memory devices, the RAM 34 and the disk 36” coupled to each of the three nodes depicted in 

Figure 2); 7:18-24 (“…local memories of each of the nodes…”); 7:28 (“…local memory of each 

node…”); 9:66-10:8 (“…the local memory of the requesting node…’); 10:9-24 (“The local 

memory storage, both volatile and persistent, of the requesting node...”); 10:42-48; 12:9-14; 

14:23-41; 15:8-11; Fig. 1; Fig. 2; Fig. 3; Fig. 4; Fig. 7; see also ‘229 patent at 6:45-50 (disclosing 

local hard disk storage on nodes 12a-12d of Figure 1 as “local hard disk storage of those 

particular nodes”); 6:66-7:16 (describing use a of a data control program to allow a network node 

to access a shared memory subsystem as if it were “a local memory device such as a local hard 

disk”).  In short, the specifications of the patents-in-suit make clear—over and over again—that 

the claimed “local … memory device” is memory directly attached to a single node, nothing 

more and nothing less. 

Given the consistent disclosure of the claims and specification, it is no surprise 

that the applicants’ statements to the Patent Office during prosecution of the ‘377 patent also 

confirm that the term “local” in the claims describes volatile and persistent memory devices that 

are directly coupled to a single node.  In an October 15, 1998 amendment following the final 

rejection of all pending claims, the applicants distinguished their claimed invention from prior art 

cited by the Patent Office based in part on their disclosure of local volatile and persistent 

memory devices on each node in the network: 
 

Applicants submit that none of the relied-upon references teaches or suggests 
local volatile memory devices (e.g., RAM associated with each networked 
computer) or persistent memory devices (e.g., hard disks associated with each 
networked computer)… 

‘377 File History at p.143 (emphasis added).    
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CONCLUSION 

As set forth above, Oracle’s proposed constructions for the disputed “local … 

memory device” terms are founded in the proper support:  the ordinary meaning of the terms as 

used in the language of the claims and the context provided by the specification and the file 

history.  The claims should be construed accordingly.   
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As explained in Mangosoft’s Opening Brief, Mangosoft’s proposed construction 

of the “local … memory device” limitations flows directly from the plain language of the claims, 

as confirmed by the specification.  Oracle’s proposed construction, on the other hand, attempts to 

add two new limitations to the claims, presumably to support an argument that Oracle does not 

infringe.  First, Oracle substitutes the phrase “directly attached” in place of the term “coupled” in 

the claims.  Not only is this rewriting of the claim is both legally impermissible, see Resonate, 

Inc. v. Alteon Websystems, Inc., 338 F.3d 1360, 1365 (Fed. Cir. 2003), but it is factually 

unsupported.  Second, Oracle attempts to characterize “local ... memory devices” as those 

memory devices that are not “shared.”  This construction, however, is wholly inconsistent with 

the specifications.  Because they contort the plain meaning of the claim terms, Oracle’s attempts 

to rewrite and add these additional limitations into the claims should be rejected. 
 
II. “LOCAL … MEMORY DEVICE” 

 
A. The Claims Do Not Require That Local Memory Be Directly Attached To A 

Node 

Oracle’s contention that the term “local ... memory device” should be construed to 

limit the invention to volatile and persistent memory devices that are directly attached to a 

single computer or node is inconsistent with the plain language of the claims.  As explained in 
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Mangosoft’s Opening Brief, the language of claim 1 of the ‘377 patent states plainly:  “a local 

volatile memory device coupled to said computer and having volatile storage for data signals.” 

‘377 patent at claim 1 (emphasis added).  There is no reason to construe the term “coupled”—let 

alone to add two additional limitations found nowhere in the claims or the patent—and Oracle 

has offered none.   

At the outset, while Oracle has purported to offer dictionary support for its 

proposal that the claims require direct attachment between a memory device and a node, Oracle’s 

dictionary support is limited to a single definition of “local device” in the context computer 

peripherals.  Even assuming that that definition of “local device” is applicable here, it is 

irrelevant to the present dispute.  The claims specifically state that the “local … memory device” 

need only be “coupled” to the node.  Mangosoft’s Opening Brief established that the term 

“coupled” does not require direct attachment.  Oracle does not meaningfully dispute that. 

Likewise, Oracle does not meaningfully dispute that the specifications and file 

histories of the patents-in-suit also do not support limiting local volatile and persistent memory 

devices to “directly attached” memory devices even were it legally permissible to add such 

language to the claims.  Indeed, while Oracle points to specification examples of “local … 

memory devices” linked to nodes, Oracle has offered no explanation for the examples (identified 

in Mangosoft’s Opening Brief) of memory devices that are not directly attached.   

B. There Is No Requirement That Local Memory Is Not Shared 

In addition to urging the substitution of the phrase “directly attached” for the term 

“coupled” in the claim, Oracle further contends that that the term “local” is used to distinguish 

“local . . . memory devices” from “shared” memory devices, i.e., that “local . . . memory 

devices” are linked to only a single node and not shared.  This construction is inconsistent with 
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the language of the claims and the specifications.  The term “local” is used merely to distinguish 

“local” memory devices from “remote” memory devices.”  In fact, the specification refers to 

non-shared memory as “private memory,” not merely any “local” memory.  See ‘377 patent at 

6:20-31 (“The private memory provides the node with local storage that can be kept inaccessible 

to the other nodes on the network.”).  This statement from the specification confirms the 

conclusion that “local” means something other than not shared.  

Consistent with this, the very portions of the file history relied upon by Oracle 

support Mangosoft’s claim construction that the described local memory devices are merely 

associated with each node or computer and have portions of the shared-addressable memory 

mapped thereon: 

Applicants submit that none of the relied-upon references teaches 
or suggests local volatile memory devices (e.g., RAM associated 
with each networked computer) or persistent memory devices 
(e.g., hard disks associated with each networked computer)… 

‘377 File History at p.143 (emphasis added).  In other words, local memory is merely memory 

associated with a node, not connected to a single node to the exclusion of sharing with other 

nodes. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Because, as demonstrated above, Oracle’s proposed construction of the term 

“local memory device” ignores the plain meaning of the claim terms, and attempts to read into 

the claims additional limitations that are unsupported in the intrinsic record, Oracle’s proposed 

constructions should be rejected. 
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Claim 

Language in 
Dispute 

Plaintiff’s Proposed 
Construction and 

Supporting Intrinsic 
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Defendant’s Proposed 
Construction and 

Supporting Intrinsic 
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Consequence of 
Construction 

“local volatile 
memory device 
coupled to the 
node and 
providing 
volatile storage”  
 
“local persistent 
memory device 
coupled to the 
node and 
providing 
persistent 
storage” 

“a memory device … a 
portion or the whole of 
which can be 
contributed to the 
shared addressable 
memory space by a 
particular node” 
 
Supporting evidence: 
Specification: 
‘377 patent at 6:20-31, 
7:24-34, Figs. 2, 6, and 
claim 1 
‘229 patent at 6:45-50, 
19:52-62, and claim 1 
File History 
‘377 File History at 
p.143 

“a memory device directly 
attached only to one 
node” 
 
Supporting evidence: 
Specification: 
‘377 patent at 3:10-14, 
3:28-29, 3:45-47, 3:56-62, 
7:1-8, 7:18-24, 7:28 , 
9:66-10:8, 10:9-24, 10:42-
48, 12:9-14, 14:23-41, 
15:8-11, Fig. 1-4 and 7, 
and claims 1, 2-7 and 9 
‘229 patent at 6:45-50, 
6:66-7:16, 15:55-16:40, 
and claim 1 
File History 
‘377 File History at p.143 

Defendant contends 
that under its 
construction summary 
judgment of 
noninfringement is 
proper. 
 

 

 
Respectfully submitted,  
 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
MANGOSOFT, INC. and MANGOSOFT 
CORPORATION 
 
Attorneys for Defendant 
ORACLE CORPORATION 
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1 
STRUCTURED DATA STORAGE USING 
GLOBALLY ADDRESSABLE MEMORY 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATION 

This application is a continuation-in-part of co-pending 
U.S. patent application Ser. No. 081754,481 filed Nov. 22, 
1996 now pending, which is incorporated herein by refer- 
ence in its entirety and which is owned by the assignee of 
this application. 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

The present invention relates in general to structured 
storage systems (e.g., file systems, database systems, and 
systems for storing, sharing, and delivering data objects, 
JAVA applets, and Web pages). More specifically, the inven- 
tion relates to systems and methods that maintain a struc- 
tured store of data, preferably within a distributed, 
addressable, shared memory space. 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Computer based structured storage systems, such as com- 
puter file systems and database systems, have been remark- 
ably successful at providing users with quick and facile 
access to enormous amounts of data. The importance of 
these structured storage systems in today's commerce is 
difficult to exaggerate. For example, structured storage sys- 
tems have allowed businesses to generate and maintain 
enormous stores of persistent data that the company can 
modify and update over the course of years. For many 
companies, this persistent data is a valuable capital asset that 
is employed each day to perform the company's core 
operations. The data can be, for example, computer files 
(e.g., source code, wordprocessing documents, etc.), data- 
base records and information (e.g., information on 
employees, customers, andlor products), andlor Web pages. 

A typical computer based structured storage system 
includes a central server, such as a file system server or a 
database system server, that provides centralized control 
over the structured store of data. The structured store of data 
is the information that is being maintained by the system, 
such as the information in the files and the directories of the 
file system or within the rows and columns of the tables of 
the database system. The central server provides system 
services to a plurality of interconnected network client 
nodes, and each of the client nodes employs the central 
server to access and manipulate the structured store of data. 
Accordingly, the central server provides a nucleus for the 
structured storage system and maintains central control over 
the system and the data stored therein. 

Although such server based systems have worked gener- 
ally well, problems arise from relying on centralized control 
of the structured data store. For example, the operation of the 
structured storage system is dependent upon the proper 
functioning of the central server. Any failure of the server to 
maintain proper operation, such as a power failure, hardware 
failure, or other such system failure, will disable the entire 
structured storage system and prevent users from accessing 
the data store. Additionally, a flood of client service requests 
issued from the individual network nodes can overload the 
server process and slow down or crash the system. 
Accordingly, reliance on centralized control of the struc- 
tured storage system can result in slow operation during 
periods of heavy use, as well as result in system failures due 
to overloading the central server. 

An additional problem with a client-server network sys- 
tem is that it provides a static operating environment that is 
set for optimal performance at a certain level of network 
activity. Consequently, the network fails to exploit available 

s resources to improve system performance. In particular, as 
the system activity rises above or drops below the expected 
level of network activity, the static operating environment 
lacks any ability to reconfigure dynamically the allocation of 
network resources to one providing better performance for 

10 the present level of activity. 
Technology has been developed to improve the reliability 

and operation of these centralized structured storage net- 
work systems. This technology has been mostly directed to 
the development of reliable database and file systems, and 

15 has generally involved one of two methods: (1) static 
mapping of the data to one or more servers, or (2) storing the 
data in a globally shared data repository, such as a shared 
disk. 

Systems using the first method distribute portions of the 
20 structured store of persistent data statically across a plurality 

of servers. Each of the servers maintains a portion of the 
structured store of data, as well as optionally maintaining an 
associated portion of a directory structure that describes the 
portions of the data stored within that particular server. 

25 These systems guard against a loss of data by distributing the 
storage of data statically across a plurality of servers such 
that the failure of any one server will result in a loss of only 
a portion of the overall data. Other developments in clus- 
tered database technology provide for replicating portions of 

30 the structured store of data, and storing the replicated 
portions statically across a plurality of servers. Accordingly, 
these systems go further in guarding against the loss of data 
by providing static redundancy within the structured storage 
system. However, although known clustered database tech- 

35 nology can provide more fault tolerant operation in that it 
guards against data loss, the known systems still rely on 
static allocation of the data across various servers. Since data 
is not dynamically allocated between servers: (1) system 
resources are not allocated based on system usage which 

40 results in under utilization of those resources; (2) scaleable 
performance is limited because new servers must be pro- 
vided whenever the dataset grows or whenever one particu- 
lar server cannot service requests made to its portion of the 
dataset; and (3) such static allocation still requires at least 

45 one of servers storing the information to survive in order to 
preserve the data. 

Systems using the second method store the structured data 
in central data repository, such as a shared disk. Each node 
in the system continually updates the central data repository 
with its portion of the structured store. For example, in a 
database system, each node exports tables it is currently 
using to the data store. While this method exports the 
problems of load balancing to the central data repository, it 

55 suffers from two main drawbacks. First, throughput is low- 
ered because of increased overhead associated with ensuring 
coherency of the centralized data store. Second, locking is 
inefficient because entire pages are locked when a node 
accesses any portion of a page. As a result, nodes may 

60 experience contention for memory even when no true con- 
flict exists. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

It is an object of the invention to provide improved 
65 storage systems for maintaining a structured store of data. 

It is a further object of the invention to provide structured 
storage systems that are more reliable, provide greater fault 
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tolerant operation, and have the ability to dynamically move program to operate the shared memory system as a single- 
data in response to network activity levels and access node memory device. 
patterns in order to optimize performance and minimize Other embodiments of this aspect of the invention include 
node access times. operating the shared memory system to replicate stored data 

~t is yet another object of the invention to provide strut- s coherently to provide a redundant store of data, and storing 
tured storage systems that provide distributed control over a the data within different 

structured store of persistent data, where the data can devices of the network to provide fault tolerant operation. 

include, for example, computer files, database records and Also included is coordinating shared access to data within 

information, or Web pages. the structured store by locking objects stored within a shared 
lo memory space, and generating a lock object data structure 

It is still a further object of the invention to provide having information representative of a lock status on par- 
distributed control to a plurality of different types of struc- tions of the shared memory space and storing the lock object 
t u r d  storage systems, such as file systems, database within the shared memory space to provide a shared system 
systems, and systems that store, share, and deliver Web lock. Objects can be locked by directing the shared memory 
pages to requesting nodes andlor requesting networks. to generate locks on portions of the shared memory space. 

Further objects of the invention will, in part, be described l5 Also, the data control program can compress data to be 
and, in part, be apparent to those of ordinary skill from the stored in the structured store of data. 
following description and the accompanying drawings. Still other embodiments according to this aspect of the 

me invention can be understood as structured storage invention include embodiments in which the structured store 

systems, and related methods, that employ a globally addres- data comprises a system, a database system, a Web 
sable unstructured memory system to maintain a structured 20 page system, or generally any object storing, retrieving, 
store of persistent data within a shared memory space, and the 'ystem. For the 'ystem 

embodiment, the data control program comprises a file 
Optionally, a shared memory system can be employed, such control program for manipulating the file system whereby 
as a distributed shared system (DSM) that distrib- the shared memory system controls access to the file system 

the of data some Or of the 2s to provide a shared file system. For the database system 
devices a devices that may embodiment, the data control program comprises a database 
be connected to the network include hard disk drives, tape control program for manipulating the database system, 
drives, floppy disk drive, CD-ROM drives, optical disk whereby the shared memory system controls access to the 
drives, access Or database system to provide a shared database system. For the 
chips. 30 Web page system embodiment, the data control program 

The structured storage system can be a computer program comprises a Web page control program for manipulating the 
that interfaces to a DSM to operate the DSM as a memory Web page system, whereby the shared memory system 
device that provides persistent storage of data. The struc- controls access to the Web page system to provide a shared 
t u r d  storage system control program can direct the DSM to Web page system. For any of these particular embodiments, 
map file and directory data into the shared memory space. 35 the shared system uses a directory and operates the shared 
The DSM can include functionality to share data and coher- memory system to maintain the directory within a shared 
ently replicate data. In one embodiment, the DSM provides memory space, and the directory is organized as a plurality 
memory device services to the data control program. These of sets stored within the shared memory space. Also, for an 
services can include read, write, allocate, flush, or any other object (e.g., file, database record, Web page, etc.) stored 
similar or additional service suitable for providing low level 40 within the shared system, a descriptor is generated that has 
control of a memory storage device. The data control storage for a identifier being representative of a portion of a 
program employs these DSM services to allocate and access shared memory space, and contiguous portions of the shared 
portions of the shared memory space for creating and memory space can be allocated, each represented by a 
manipulating a structured store of persistent data. respective identifier, to provide reduced bookkeeping infor- 

In one aspect, the invention relates to a method, and 45 mation for the respective file and to optimize access to 
related system, for providing distributed control over a physical storage for the file. 
structured store of data. The method involves providing a The foregoing and other objects, aspects, features, and 
plurality of nodes inter-connected by a network, and storing advantages of the invention will become more apparent from 
on each the node an instance of a data control program for the following description and from the claims. 
manipulating the structured store of data to provide multiple, so 
distributed instances of the data control program. The BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

method also involves interfacing each the instance of the 1" the drawings, like reference characters generally refer 
data control program to a shared memory system that to the same Parts throughout the different views. Also, the 
provides addressable persistent storage of data, and operat- drawings are not necessarily to scale, emphasis instead 
ing each the instance of the data control program to employ 5s generally being placed upon illustrating the principles of the 
the shared memory system as a memory device having the invention. 
structured store of data contained therein, whereby the FIG. 1 is a conceptual block diagram of a distributed 
shared memory system coordinates access to the structured addressable shared memory structured data storage system 
store of data to provide distributed control over the struc- according to the invention. 
tured store of data. 60 FIG. 2 is a diagram of one possible embodiment of the 

Embodiments of this aspect of the invention include system of FIG. 1, namely a distributed addressable shared 
interfacing each the instance of the data control program to memory file system providing storage for computer files 
a DSM that provides distributed storage across the intercon- such as source code files, wordprocessing documents files, 
nected nodes and that provides persistent storage of data. etc. 
The interface step can further include directing the data 65 FIG. 3 is a graphical representation of the organization of 
control program to provide a stream of data to be stored in directory entries and associated file descriptors (also known 
the structured store of data and directing the data control as "Inodes"), suitable for use with the file system of FIG. 2. 



FIG. 4 is a diagram of an Inode suitable for use with the 
file system of FIG. 2 .  

FIG. 5 illustrates a distributed shared memory computer 
network. 

FIG. 6 is a functional block diagram that illustrates in 
more detail one distributed shared memory computer net- 
work of the type shown in FIG. 5. 

FIG. 7 illustrates in more detail a shared memorv sub- 
system suitable for practice with the network illustrated in 
FIG. 6. 

FIG. 8 is a functional block diagram of one shared 
memory subsystem according to the invention. 

FIG. 9 illustrates a directory page that can be provided by 
a shared memory subsystem of the type depicted in FIG. 8. 

FIG. 10 illustrates a directory that can be distributed 
within a shared memory and formed of directory pages of 
the type illustrated in FIG. 9. 

FIG. 11 illustrates in functional block diagram form a 
system that employs a directory according to FIG. 10 for 
tracking portions of a distributed shared memory. 

DESCRIPTION 

A network system 10 according to the invention includes 
a plurality of network nodes that access a memory space 
storing a structured store of data, such as a structured file 
system or a database. Each of the nodes includes at least a 
data control program which accesses and manages the 
structured store of data. The structured store of data may be 
stored in an addressable shared memory or the structured 
store may be stored in a more traditional fashion. For 
example, each node may be responsible for storing a par- 
ticular element or elements of the structured store of data. In 
such an embodiment, the data control program can access a 
desired portion of the structured store using a globally 
unique identifier. The underlying system would translate the 
identifier into one or more commands for accessing the 
desired data, including network transfer commands. In 
another embodiment, the structured store of data is stored in 
an addressable shared memory space, which allows the 
nodes to transparently access portions of the structured store 
using standard memory access commands. 

The system 10 can be a file system, a database system, a 
Web server, an object repository system, or any other 
structured storage system that maintains an organized set of 
data. As used herein, the term "Web server" means any 
processor which transmits data objects (such as Active X 
objects), applications (such as JAVA applets), or files (such 
as HTNL files), to a requestor via Web protocols (e.g., http 
or ftp). In one disclosed embodiment, the system 10 is a file 
system that maintains various computer files. However, this 
is iust one embodiment of the invention that is vrovided for 
illustrative purposes. The invention can be employed to 
provide any one of a plurality of structured storage systems 
(e.g., database system, Web page system, Intranet, etc.). The 
invention is not to be limited to the file system or other 
particular embodiments described herein. 

Referring to FIG. 1, a network system 10 according to the 
invention includes a plurality of network nodes 12a-12d and 
an addressable shared memory space 20 that has a portion 22 
for storing a structured store of data 28. Each of the nodes 
12a-12d can include several sub-elements. For example, 
node 12a includes a processor 30a, a data control program 
32a, and a shared memory subsystem 34a. In the disclosed 
embodiment, two of the nodes, 12a and 12c, include moni- 
tors that provide displays 40 and 42 graphically depicting 

the structured store of data 28 within the addressable shared 
memory space 20. The addressable shared memory space 20 
interconnects each of the network nodes 12a-12d and pro- 
vides each node 12a-12d with access to the structured store 
of data 28 contained within the addressable shared memory 
space 20. 

A system 10 according to the invention can provide, 
among other things, each network node 12a-12d with 
shared control over the structured store of data 28 and, 
therefore, the system 10 can distribute control of the data 
store across the nodes of the network. To this end, each node 
of the system 10, such as node 12a, includes a data control 
program 32a that interfaces to a shared memory subsystem 
34a. The data control program 32a can operate as a struc- 
tured storage system, such as a file system, that is adapted to 
maintain a structured store of data and to employ the shared 
memory system as an addressable memory device that can 
store a structured store of data. At the direction of the data 
control program 32a, the shared memory subsystem 34a can 
access and store data within the addressable shared memory 
space 20. These cooperating elements provide a structured 
storage system that has a distributed architecture and thereby 
achieves greater fault tolerance, reliability, and flexibility 
than known structured storage systems that rely on central- 
ized control and centralized servers. Accordingly, the inven- 
tion can provide computer networks with distributively 
controlled and readily scaled file systems, database systems, 
Web page systems, object repositories, data caching 
systems, or any other structured storage system. 

Still referring to FIG. 1, the system 10 of the invention 
maintains within the addressable shared memory space 20 a 
structured store of data 28. Each of the nodes 12a-12d can 
access the addressable shared memory space 20 through the 
shared memorv subsvstems 34a-34d. Each of the shared 
memory subsystems 34a-34d provides its node with access 
to the addressable shared memory space 20. The shared 
memory subsystems 34a-34d coordinate each of the respec- 
tive node's memory access operations to provide access to 
the desired data and maintain data coherency within the 
addressable shared memory space 20. This allows the inter- 
connected nodes 12a-12d to employ the addressable shared 
memory space 20 as a space for storing and retrieving data. 
At least a portion of the addressable shared memory space 
20 is supported by a physical memory system that provides 
persistent storage of data. For example, a portion of the 
addressable shared memory space 20 can be assigned or 
mapped to one or more hard disk drives that are on the 
network or associated with one or more of the network nodes 
12a-12d as local hard disk storage for those particular 
nodes. Accordingly, FIG. 1 illustrates that systems of the 
invention have shared memory subsystems providing the 
network nodes with access to an addressable shared memory 
space, wherein at least a portion of that space is assigned to 
at least a portion of one or more of the persistent storage 
memory devices (e.g., hard disks) to allow the nodes addres- 
sably to store and retrieve data to and from the one or more 
persistent storage memory devices. Apreferred embodiment 
of such an addressable shared memory space is described in 
the commonly-owned U.S. patent application Ser. No. 
081754,481 filed Nov. 22, 1996, and incorporated by refer- 
ence above. 

Therefore, one realization of the present invention is that 
each of the nodes 12a-12d can employ its respective shared 
memory subsystem as a memory device that provides per- 
sistent data storage. 

Each of the data control programs 32a-32d is a software 
module that couples to the respective shared memory sub- 
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system 34a-34d in a way that operates similarly to an of the invention: maintains data coherence among network 
interface between a conventional data storage program and nodes; automatically replicates data for redundancy and 
a local memory device. For example, the data control fault tolerance; automatically and dynamically migrates data 
Program 32a can stream data to, and collect data from, the to account for varying network usage and tra£€ic patterns; 
shared memory subsystem 34a. Because the shared memory s and provides a variety of other advantages and advances, 
subsystems coordinate the memory accesses to the addres- some of which are disclosed in the common~y-owne~ U,S, 

shared memory Vace 20, each the data patent application Ser. No. 081754,481 filed Nov. 22, 1996, 
programs is relieved from having to manage and coordinate and incoTorated by reference above, 
its activities with the other data control programs on the 

Still referring to FIG. 2,  the file system 60 resides in part network or from having to manage and coordinate its 
10 within the addressable shared memory space 20, and activities with one or more central servers. Accordingly, 

includes a structured store of data 62, a super root 64, file each of the data control programs 32a-32d can be a peer sets 66-74, directory entry 80, and file or document 82. Two 
incarnation (i.e., an instance) residing on a different one of network nodes 84 and 86 are shown accessing the addres- 
the network nodes 12a-12d and can treat the respective sable shared memory space 20 (in the manner described shared memory subsystem 34a-34d as a local memory 

15 previously with reference to FIG. 1) via the logical drives 90 device such as a local hard disk. 
and 94. Application programs 92 and 96 executing on the 

One Or of the data programs 32a-32d can nodes interact with the data control programs (not shown in 
provide a graphical user interface 42 that graphically depicts FIG, but shown in FIG, as 32a-32d) and cause the data 
the structured store of data 28 contained within the addres- control programs in the nodes to access the logical drives 90 

shared space 20. The graphical interface 20 and 94, In the disclosed embodiment, the logical drives are 
42 allows a user at a node, for example at node 12a, to insert DOS devices that "connect ton the fileset directories via 
data objects graphically within the structured store of data Installable File System drivers associated with the file 
28. To this end, the data control program 32a can generate system 60, 
a set of commands that will present a stream of data to the 
shared memory subsystem 34a and the shared memory 25 

The 'ystem 60 supports One global 'ystem per 

subsystem 34a will employ the data stream to store an object 'pace 20 by of the 
within the structured store of data 28, Similarly, the other network This global system is One 

shared memory subsystems 34&34d can provide informa- Or more as the 

tion to their respective nodes that is indicative of this change filesets 66-74. A fileset can be as logically equiva- 
to the structured store of data 28, Accordingly, as shown 30 lent to a traditional file system partition. It is a collection of 

depicted in FIG, for node 12c only for simplicity, that node files organized hierarchically as a directory tree structure 

(which includes a graphical user interface 40) reflects the rooted in a root directory. The non-leaf nodes in the tree are 

change to the structured store of data 28 affected by the data the and the leaves in the tree are regu1ar 

control program 32a of the node 12a, In particular, the 82 or empty directories. Sub-directory trees within a fileset 

graphical user interface 40 of the node 12c can depict to a 35 Can linking a 

user that an object is being placed within the structured store A benefit of breaking UP the file system 60 into filesets 
of data 28. For example, the addressable shared memory 66-74 is that it provides more flexible file system manage- 
space 20 also contains the data objects 50a-50c which can ment for users of the system 60. As the file system 60 grows 
be placed within the structured data store 28 to become part into very large sizes (e.g.9 hundreds of nodeswith th~usands 
of that structured data store. As illustrated, a system user at 40 of gigabits of storage), it is desirable to have the files 
node 12a can direct object 50a to be inserted at a set location organized into groups of management entities such that 
within the data store 28. The data control program 32a then management actions can be independently applied to i d -  
directs the shared memory subsystem 34a to place the object v i d ~ a l  groups without affecting the operation of the others. 
50a within the data store 28 at the proper location. The filesets in the addressable shared memory space 20 
Moreover, the shared memory subsystem 34c on node 12c 45 are described and enumerated in a common structure, the 
detects the change within the data store 28 and reflects that root 64 of which provides the starting point to locate the 
change within the graphical user interface 40. filesets in the addressable shared memory space 20. The root 

Referring now to FIG. 2,  a structured file system 60 is a 64 can be stored in a static and well-known memory location 
particular embodiment according to the invention that in the addressable shared memory space 20, and it can be 
employs the properties of the addressable shared memory so accessed via a distributed shared memory system program 
space 20 to implement what looks to all network nodes like interface. When a node is accessing a fileset for the first time, 
a coherent, single file system when in fact it spans all it first looks up the root 64 to determine the identifier 
network nodes coupled to the addressable shared memory associated with the fileset, e.g., the shared memory address 
space 20. used to access the fileset. Once it has determined the 

me file system 60 of FIG, 2 differs from known physical 55 identifier, the node can access the root directory of the 
and distributed file systems in a variety of ways, contrast fileset. From the root directory, it then can traverse the entire 
to known physical file systems which map a file organization fileset directory tree to locate the desired file. Filesets used 
onto disk blocks, the file system 60 according to the inven- by the file system 60 are described in greater detail below 
tion manages the mapping of a directory and file structure under the heading ''Fileset." 
onto a distributed addressable shared memory system 20 60 Referring to FIG. 3 ,  in the disclosed embodiment of the 
which has at least a portion of its addressable space mapped file system 60 according to the invention, a directory 126 
or assigned to at least a portion of one or more persistent (such as the directory 80 of FIG. 2)  is accessed by starting 
storage devices (e.g., hard disks) on the network. Unlike at a directory Inode or descriptor 128 containing an address 
known distributed file systems, the file system 60 of the that points to a directory entries stream descriptor 130. This 
invention employs peer nodes, each of which have an 65 descriptor 130 is a pointer to a block of data containing 
incarnation or instance of the same data control program. directory entries for files File 1 through File 3 .  The directory 
Also, unlike known file systems generally, the file system 60 entry for File 1 has a number of entries; one of the entries 
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is a string containing the name of the file and another entry 
is the address of the Inodes and stream descriptors 132. The 
stream descriptors for File 1 are used to locate and retrieve 
the various 4 kilobyte pages in the addressable shared 
memory space 20 that constitute File 1. Other files are 
retrieved and constructed from the addressable shared 
memory space 20 in the same fashion. The directories used 
by the file system 60 are described in greater detail below 
under the heading "Directory." 

In the embodiment of the file system 60 disclosed in FIG. 
4, a file 98 (such as the file 82 of FIG. 2) is represented by 
one or more shared pages of data 100, 102, 104, 106, and 
108 in the addressable shared memory space 20. Each file 98 
has a file Inode or descriptor 110 that includes various file 
attributes 112. The file descriptor 110 contains an address 
that points to a data stream descriptor 114, and the data 
stream itself includes one or more addresses 116, 118, 120, 
122, and 124 that point to particular pages in the identifiable 
shared memory space 20. In the disclosed embodiment, a 
page is the atomic unit in the addressable shared memory 
space 20, and it contains up to 4 kilobytes of data. Even if 
the entire 4 kbytes is not needed, an entire page is used. This 
is illustrated by the page 108 that only contains about 2 
kbytes of data. The files used by the file system 60 are 
described in greater detail below under the heading "Files." 

FILESET 

The filesets are the basic unit for the file system 60. Each 
fileset is identified with a name having up to 255 characters. 
The file system 60 exports a set of fileset level operations 
that allow an administrator to manage the filesets through 
the following type of actions. 
Fileset Creation 

This operation creates a new fileset. The fileset is initially 
created with one file, the empty root directory. A default 
fileset is created automatically at the initialization of the 
addressable shared memory space 20. 
Fileset Deletion 

This operation deletes a fileset. All files in the fileset are 
removed, and all shared memory space allocated to the files 
in the fileset is discarded and the backing physical storage 
freed for new storage. The file system 60 will only allow 
deletion of a fileset until there are no open handles to file 
data stream in the fileset. In order to ready a fileset for 
deletion, the fileset must be "shutdown" by putting it off- 
line. 
Fileset Enumeration 

This operation enumerates a specific fileset, or all the 
filesets, in the addressable shared memory space 20. 
Fileset Control 

This operation performs fileset level control routines such 
as setting fileset attributes. 
Mount Export Control 

Directory are attached to local devices, i.e. "mounted" 
using parameters stored in the Windows NT registry, or 
some other similar central storage area for such information. 
When first started up, the data control program 60 accesses 
the central storage and determines which filesets should be 
mounted. The data control program creates a file object 
representing each fileset identified by the entries in the 
central storage. In some embodiments an API may be 
provided which allows the data control program 60 to 
dynamically mount and unmount filesets by making appro- 
priate API calls. 

The users of the file system 60 are not aware of the shared 
memory "logical volume," but rather view each fileset as a 
volume (or partition in the sense of a traditional physical file 

10 
system). The Win32 GetVolumeInformation is used to get 
information on the fileset (more precisely, on the logical 
device on which the fileset is attached to). Because all the 
filesets share the same pool of the storage in the addressable 

5 shared memory space 20, the total volume size returned to 
the user for each fileset is the current aggregate storage 
capacity in the addressable shared memory space 20. The 
same approach is taken for the total free space information, 
and the aggregate value of the addressable shared memory 

10 
space 20 is returned for each fileset. 

DIRECTORY 
Directory entry scanning is one of the most frequently 

performed operations by user applications. It is also may be 
the most visible operation in terms of performance. 

15 Consequently, much attention is directed to making the 
directory scan efficient and the WindowsNT Files System 
(NTFS) duplicates sufficient file Inode information in the 
directory entry such that a read directory operation can be 
satisfied by scanning and reading the directory entries with- 

20 out going out to read the information from the file Inodes. 
The problem with this scheme is that the doubly stored file 
metadata, such as the file time stamps and file size, can be 
updated quite frequently, making the metadata update more 
expensive. However, this overhead is considered acceptable 

2s in face of the performance gained in directory scan opera- 
tions. 

The file system 60 adopts the same philosophy of pro- 
viding efficient directory scanning by duplicating file Inode 
information in directory entries. Each directory entry con- 

30 tains sufficient information to satisfy the Win32 query file 
information requests. The file Inode is stored with the file 
stream descriptors on a separate page. The Inode is located 
via a pointer in the directory entry. 

The file system's directory entries are stored in the 
35 directorv file's directorv entrv data stream. To maximize 

space utilization, each directory entry is allocated on the first 
available free space in a page that can hold the entire entry. 
The length of the entry varies depending on the length of the 
file's primary name. The following information is part of the 

40 directory entry: creation time; change time; last write time; 
last accessed time; pointers to stream descriptor; pointer to 
parent directory Inode; MS-DOS type file attributes; and 
MS-DOS style file name (8.3 naming convention). For 
average file name lengths, a page contains up to about 30 

45 entries. All the file information in the directorv entrv is also 
a a 

contained in the file Inode, except for the file primary name 
and MS-DOS file name. The file primary names and asso- 
ciated short names are only stored in the directory entries. 
This makes the Inode size fixed. 

When a file information is modified (except for file 
names), the Inode is updated in the context of the update 
transaction and therefore always contains the most up-to- 
date information. The associated directory entry change is 
lazily flushed to reduce the cost of double updating. This 

55 means the Inode updates are either flushed or recoverable, 
but not the corresponding directory entry updates. If the 
directory entry gets out of synch with the Inode (when the 
Inode change is successfully flushed but not the directory 
change), the entry is updated the next time the Inode is 

60 updated. In order to facilitate synchronization of directory 
updates, the directory entries (Inodes) can not span multiple 
pages. FIG. 3 illustrates the organization of directory entries 
and associated Inodes. 

65 FILES 

A file of the file system 60 comprises streams of data and 
the file system metadata to describe the file. Files are 
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described in the file system 60 by objects called Inodes. The 
Inode is a data structure that stores the file metadata. It 
represents the file in the file system 60. 

Adata stream is a logically contiguous stream of bytes. It 
can be the data stored by applications or the internal infor- 
mation stored by the file system 60. The data streams are 
mapped onto pages allocated from the addressable shared 
memory space 20 for storage. The file system 60 segments 
a data stream into a sequence of 4 kilobyte segments, each 
segment corresponding to a page. The file system 60 main- 
tains two pieces of size information per data stream: the 
number of bytes in the data stream; and the allocation size 
in number of pages. The byte-stream to segmentlpage map- 
ping information is part of the file metadata and is stored in 
a structure called data stream descriptor. See FIG. 4. 

Users' requests for data are specified in terms of range of 
bytes and the position of the starting byte measured by its 
offset from the beginning of the data stream, byte position 
zero. The file system 60 maps the offset into the page 
containing the starting byte and the intra-page offset from 
the beginning of the page. 

Every file of the file system 60 has at least two data 
streams: the default data stream; and the Access Control List 
(ACL) stream. Each file may optionally have other data 
streams. The ACL stream is used to store the security Access 
Control Lists set on the file. Each data stream is individually 
named so that the user can create or open access to a specific 
data stream. The name of the default data stream is assumed 
to be the primary name of the file. To access a data stream, 
the user of the file system 60 must first open a file handle to 
the desired data stream by name. If the file name is used then 
the handle to the default data stream is opened. This open file 
handle represents the data stream in all the file system 
services that operates on the data stream. 

The file system 60 exports a set of services to operate at 
the file level. The input to the services are the file object 
handle (Inode) or the data stream object handle, and the 
operation specific parameters, including the desired portions 
of the data stream in byte positions. 

Open files are represented by data stream objects (or just 
file objects). Users access files using these file objects, 
identified to the users through file handles. A file handle is 
a 32-bit entity representing an instance of an open file 
stream. For example, WindowsNT creates the file object and 
returns a file handle to the users in response to the user 
request for file creation or file open. The file system 60 
initializes a pointer to a file control block. Multiple file 
objects point to the same file control block and each file 
control block maintains separate stream objects for each 
open context. Externally, the file handle is opaque to the 
users. Multiple opens can be issued against the same file. 
When the user closes a file, the file object and the associated 
file handle is removed. 

The file system 60 maps file streams into sequences of 
segments which become progressively larger; each segment 
corresponds to one or more pages. The file system 60 
attempts to reserve contiguous pages for data streams but 
only allocates real backing storage on an as needed basis, 
usually as a result of a file extension requested by writing 
beyond the data stream allocation size. When a file extension 
request is received, the file system 60 rounds the extension 
size in number of bytes up to a multiple of 4 kilobytes to 
make it an integer number of pages, and requests pages for 
actual allocation. The number of 4 kilobyte pages allocated 
by the file system depends on the number of file extension 
requests made. The file system 60 allocate one 4 kilobyte 

page for the first extension request, two 4 kilobyte pages for 
the second request, four 4 kilobyte pages for the third 
extension request, and so on. The newly allocated pages are 
zero filled. By reserving contiguous pages, the file system 60 

s can reduce the amount of bookkeeping information on the 
byte offset to page mapping. The file system 60 reserves 
(sometimes much) larger than requested memory space for 
a file, and substantiates the storage by allocating backing 
storage page by page. 

10 Four kilobyte allocation segments are chosen to reduce 
the unused storage space and yet provide a reasonable 
allocation size for usual file extensions. Since allocation is 
an expensive operation (most likely involving distributed 
operations), smaller allocation size is not efficient. Larger 

15 allocation size would lead to inefficient space utilization, or 
additional complexity to manage unused space. A 4  kilobyte 
segment also maps naturally to a page, simplifying the data 
stream segment to page mapping. Although an analogy 
could be made with the NTFS's allocation policy of 4 

20 kilobyte clusters (segment) size for large disks to speed up 
allocation and reduce fragmentation, such analogy is not 
completely valid because the actual on-disk allocation seg- 
ment size depends greatly on the local disk size and the 
physical file systems. 

25 Similar to the NTFS, which controls the allocation of each 
disk partition and therefore can quickly determine the free 
volume space available for allocation, the file system 60 
requests the total available space information and uses this 
information to quickly determine whether to proceed with 

30 the allocation processing. If the total available space is less 
than the required allocation size, the request is denied 
immediately. Otherwise, the file system 60 will proceed to 
allocate the pages to satisfy the request. The fact that the file 
system 60 can proceed with the allocation does not guaran- 

35 tee that the allocation will succeed, because the actual total 
available space may change constantly. 

The file system 60 takes advantage of the page level 
replication capability of the underlying distributed addres- 

40 sable shared memory system 20 disclosed in the U.S. patent 
application incorporated by reference above. Page level 
replication allows the system to provide file replication. The 
data streams of a replicated file are backed by pages, which 
are themselves replicated. In this way, data streams are 

45 replicated automatically without intervention of the file 
system 60. The extra space consumed by the multiple 
replicas is not reflected in the file (data stream) sizes. The 
stream allocation size still reports the total allocation size in 
pages required for one replica. The pages backing temporary 
files, however, are not replicated. 

FILE ACCESS AND RESOURCE SHARING - 
LOCKING 

The shared memory provides the distribution mechanism 
ss for resource sharing among peer nodes running the file 

system 60 software. Each instance of the file system 60 on 
each network node views the shared memory resources (i.e., 
pages) as being shared with other local or remote threads. 
The file system 60 needs a way to implement high level, file 

60 system locks to provide consistent resource sharing. Any 
concurrency control structure can be used to implement 
locks, such as lock objects or semaphores. In database 
applications, locking may also be achieved by implementing 
concurrencv control structures associated with database 

65 indices or keys. In file system applications access to files or 
directories may be controlled. Another example of file 
system locks is Byte Range Locking, which provides the 
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users the ability to coordinate shared access to files. A byte and when the lock value does change then the file system 60 
range lock is a lock set on a range of bytes of a file. thread gets notified and repeats the step (a) above. The file 
Coordinated shared access to a file can be accomplished by system 60 implements the notification using a signal primi- 
taking locks on the desired byte ranges. In general, the high tive. The file system 60 threads waiting for a lock are 
level file system lock works in the following fashion: (a) a s blocked on a system event. When the page containing the 

is be shared each 60 lock changes, a signal is sent to each blocked file system 60 
instance, and the access to the resource is coordinated by a thread, ~~~h blocked file system 60 threads then wakes up 
locking ~rotocol using a lock object data structure that and repeats step (a). FS locks are stored in volatile pages. 
represents the high level lock to coordinate the shared 
resource, and it is the value of the data structure that lo FILE ACCESS AND RESOURCE SHARING - 
represents the current state of the lock; (b) to access the BYTE RANGE LOCKING 
resource, the instance at each node must be able to look at Byte Range Locking is a file system locking service 
the state (or value) of the lock data structure, and if it is exported to the users through the Win32 LockFileO and 
"free," modify it so that it becomes "busy," but if it is LockFileExO API. It allows simultaneous access to different 
"busy," then it has to wait to become "free," and there could non-overlapping regions of a file data stream by multiple 
be intermediate states between "free" and "busy" (i.e., more users. To access the data stream, the user locks the region 
than two lock states), but in any event, in this byte range (byte range) of the file to gain exclusive or shared read 
locking example, a lock is a description of a certain byte access to the region. 
range being sharedlexclusivel~ locked by some thread of the The file system 60 supports byte range locking for each 
file system 60, and a conflicting new byte range lock request 20 individual data stream of the file. The following Win32-style 
that falls in or overlaps the already locked byte range will be byte range locking behavior is supported: (a) locking a 
denied or the requester may block (depending on how the region of a file is used to acquire shared or exclusive access 
request was made); and (c) access to or modification of the to the specified region of the file, and the file system 60 will 
lock data structure by each node's instance needs to be track byte range locks by file handle, therefore file handles 
serialized SO that it in turn can then be used to coordinate 2s provide a way to identify uniquely the owner of the lock; (b) 
high level resource sharing. locking a region that goes beyond the current end-of-file 

The locking features and capabilities of the shared position is not an error; (c) locking a portion of a file for 
memory engine described in the U.S. patent application Ser. exclusive access denies all other processes both read and 
No. 081754,481, incorporated by reference above, allow the write access to the specified region of the file, and locking 
file system 60 to coordinate access to pages. The engine can 30 a portion of a file for shared access denies all other processes 
also be used to coordinate access to resources, but in the case write access to the specified region of the file but allows 
of complex high level resource locking such as Byte Range other processes to read the locked region, and this means 
Locking, using the engine's locking features and capabilities that the file system 60 must check byte range locks set on the 
directly to provide locks may be too costly for the following data stream not only for lock requests but for every read or 
reasons: (a) each byte range lock would require a page 35 write access; (d) if an exclusive lock is requested for a region 
representing the lock, and since the number of byte range that is already locked either shared or exclusively by other 
locks can be large, the cost in terms of page consumption threads, the request blocks or fails immediately depending 
may be too high; and (b) the engine locks only provide two on the calling option specified.; and (e) locks may not 
lock states (i.e., shared and exclusive), and high level file overlap an existing locked region of the file. 
system locks may require more lock states. 40 For each byte range lock, the file system 60 creates a byte 

The file system 60 of the invention implements the file range lock record to represent the lock. The record contains 
system locking using the engine locking as a primitive to the following information: (a) byte range; (b) lock mode 
provide serialization to access and update the lock data (shared or exclusive); (c) process identification; and (d) a 
structures. To read a lock structure, the file system 60 takes Win32 lock key value. 
a shared lock on the data structure's page using the engine 4s  The file system 60 regards the file byte ranges as resources 
locking features and capabilities before it reads the page to with controlled access. For each byte range lock record, the 
prevent the data structure being modified. To modify the file system 60 creates a file system lock (as discussed above) 
lock structure, it sets a exclusive lock on the page. The page to coordinate the access to the byte range "resource." A 
lock is taken and released as soon as the lock structure value compatible byte range lock request (share lock) translates 
is read or modified. SO into taking read lock on the file system lock associated with 

With the serialization provided by the page locking and the byte range record. An exclusive byte range lock request 
the page invalidation notification, the file system 60 imple- is mapped to taking write lock on the file system lock. 
ments the high level locks in the following way: (a) to take Using the file system locking mechanism discussed 
a file system lock (FS lock), the file system 60 sets a shared above, lock requests waiting on the page containing the 
lock on the FS lock page and reads the page and then 5 s  desired byte range will be notified when the page content 
examines the lock structure; (b) if the lock structure indi- 

~ -- --- - 
cates the resource is unlocked or locked in compatible lock 
mode. then the file svstem 60 reauests to exclusivelv lock Addressable Shared Memory Space 

the page, and this guarantees only one file system 60 node Having described the invention and various embodiments 
instance can modify the lock data structure, and if the 60 thereof in some detail, a more detailed description is now 
request succeeds then the file system 60 write maps the lock provided of the addressable shared memory space that is 
page and then changes the lock structure to set the lock and disclosed in the commonly-owned U S .  patent application 
unlocks the page and sets page access to none; and (c) if the Ser. No. 081754,481 filed Nov. 22, 1996, and incorporated 
resource is locked in incompatible lock mode, the file system by reference above. All of the information provided below 
60 unlocks the page but retains the page read mapped, and 6s is contained in that patent application. 
it then puts itself (the current thread) in a queue and waits for The addressable shared memory system disclosed in the 
a system event notifying that the lock value has changed, U.S. patent application incorporated by reference is an 
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"engine" that can create and manage a virtual memory space The systems can also include a cache system for operating 
that can be shared by each computer on a network and can one of the local persistent memory devices as a cache 
span the storage space of each memory device connected to memory for cache storing data signals associated with 
the network. Accordingl~, all data stored on the network can recently accessed portions of the addressable memory space. 
be stored within the virtual memory space and the actual s Further the system can include a migration controller for 
physical location of the data can be in any of the memory selectively moving portions of the addressable memory 
devices connected to the network. space between the local persistent memory devices of the 

the engine Or Wtem can create Or plural computers. The migration controller can determine 
receive, a global address signal that represents a portion, for and respond to data access patterns, resource demands or 

4k bytes, of the 'pace. The global 10 any other criteria or heuristic suitable for practice with the 
address can be decou~led from, i.e. to, the invention, Accordingly, the migration controller can balance 
physical and identifier spaces the the loads on the network, and move data to nodes from 

to provide for a 'pace large which it is commonly accessed. The cache controller can be 
span each and persistent device a software program running on a host computer to provide 

connected to the 'ystem. For 'ystems of the 1s a software managed RAM and disk cache, The RAM can be 
invention can operate on 32-bit computers, but can employ any volatile memory including SRAM, DRAM or any other 
global address that can be 12' bits wide. volatile memory. The disk can be any persistent memory 

the memory 'pace 'pans 2128 including any disk, RAID, tape or other device that provides 
which is much larger than the 232 address space supported persistent data storage, 
by the underlying computer hardware. Such an address 20 

space can be large enough to provide a separate address for The 'ystems can a coherent rep1ication 

every byte of data storage on the network, including all contrO1ler for generating a Or number 

RAM, disk and tape storage. of a portion of the addressable memory space maintained in 
the local persistent memory device of a first computer and 

For such a large virtual memory space, typically only a for storing the copy in the local persistent memory device of 
small portion is storing data at any time. Accordingly, the 

25 a second computer. The coherent replication controller can 
system includes a directory manager that tracks those por- maintain the coherency of the copies to provide coherent tions of the virtual memory space that are in use. The system 

data replication. provides physical memory storage for each portion of the 
virtual memory space in use by mapping each such portion The systems can also be understood to provide integrated 

to a physical memory device, such as a RAM memory or a control of data stored in volatile memory and in persistent 

hard-drive. Optionally, the mapping includes a level of 'O memory. 1117 such systems a volatile memory device has 
indirection that facilitates data migration, fault-tolerant volatile storage for data signals, and the shared memory 

operation, and load balancing. subsystem includes an element, typically a software module, 
By allowing each computer to monitor and track which for a portion the space 

portions of the virtual memory space are in use, each 35 a portion of the volatile storage. In these systems the volatile 

computer can share the memory space, This allows the memory device can be of a plurality of local 

networked computers to appear to have a single memory, volatile memory devices each coupled to a respective one of 
and therefore can allow application programs running on the plural and the persistent device can 
different computers to communicate using techniques cur- be a plurality local persistent 
rently employed to communicate between applications run- 40 devices each coup1ed to a respective One of the plural 
ning on the same machine. computers. 

In one aspect, the invention of the above-identified, In these systems, a directory manager can track the 
incorporated-by-reference U.S. patent application can be portions the space, and can 
understood to include computer systems having a address- include two sub-components; a disk directory manager for 
able shared memory space. The systems can comprise a data 45 tracking portions the space 

network that carries data signals representative of computer the local persistent devices, and a RAM 

readable information a persistent memory device that manager for tracking portions of the addressable memory 

couples to the data network and that provides persistent data 'pace mapped the local devices. 
storage, and plural computers that each have an interface OptiOnally, a RAM cache Vstem can Operate One the 

that couples to the data network, for accessing the data so local devices as a cache for cache 
network to exchange data signals therewith. Moreover, each data with accessed POr- 
of the computers can include a shared memory subsystem of the 'pace. 

for mapping a portion of the addressable memory space to The systems can include additional elements including a 
a portion of the persistent storage to provide addressable paging element for remapping a portion of the addressable 
persistent storage for data signals. 55 memory space between one of the local volatile memory 

In a system that distributes the storage across the memory devices and one of the local persistent memory devices; a 
devices of the network, the persistent memory device will be policy controller for determining a resource available signal 
understood to include a plurality of local persistent memory representative of storage available on each of the plural 
devices that each couple to a respective one of the plural computers and, a paging element that remaps the portion of 
computers. To this same end, the system can also include a 60 addressable memory space from a memory device of a first 
distributor for mapping portions of the addressable memory computer to a memory device of a second computer, resPon- 
space across the plurality of local persistent memory devices sive to the resource available signal; and a migration con- 
and a disk directory manager for tracking the mapped troller for moving portions of addressable memory space 
portions of the addressable memory space to provide infor- between the local volatile memory devices of the plural 
mation representative of the local persistent memory device 65 computers. 
that stores that portion of the addressable memory space Optionally, the systems can include a hierarchy manager 
mapped thereon. for organizing the plural computers into a set of hierarchical 
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groups wherein each group includes at least one of the plural 
computers. Each the group can include a group memory 
manager for migrating portions of addressable memory 
space as a function of the hierarchical groups. 

The system can maintain coherency between copied por- 
tions of the memory space by including a coherent replica- 
tion controller for generating a coherent copy of a portion of 
addressable memory space. 

The system can generate or receive global address signals. 
Accordingly the systems can include an address generator 
for generating a global address signal representative of a 
portion of addressable memory space. The address generator 
can include a spanning unit for generating global address 
signals as a function of a storage capacity associated with the 
persistent memory devices, to provide global address signals 
capable of logically addressing the storage capacity of the 
persistent memory devices. 

In distributed systems, the directory manager can be a 
distributed directory manager for storing within the distrib- 
uted memory space, a directory signal representative of a 
storage location of a portion of the addressable memory 
space. The distributed directory manager can include a 
directory page generator for allocating a portion of the 
addressable memory space and for storing therein an entry 
signal representative of a portion of the directory signal. The 
directory page generator optionally includes a range gen- 
erator for generating a range signal representative of a 
portion of the addressable memory space, and for generating 
the entry signal responsive to the range signal, to provide an 
entry signal representative of a portion of the directory 
signal that corresponds to the portion of the addressable 
memory space. Moreover, the distributed directory manager 
can include a linking system for linking the directory pages 
to form a hierarchical data structure of the linked directory 
pages as well as a range linking system for linking the 
directory pages, as a function of the range signal, to form a 
hierarchical data structure of linked directory pages. 

As the data stored by the system can be homeless, in that 
the data has no fixed physical home, but can migrate, as 
resources and other factors dictate, between the memory 
devices of the network, a computer system according to the 
invention can include a directory page generator that has a 
node selector for generating a responsible node signal rep- 
resentative of a select one of the plural computers having 
location information for a portion of the shared address 
space. This provides a level of indirection that decouples the 
directory from the physical storage location of the data. 
Accordingly, the directory needs only to identify the node, 
or other device, that tracks the physical location of the data. 
This way, each time data migrates between physical storage 
locations, the directory does not have to be updated, since 
the node tracking the location of the data has not changed 
and still provides the physical location information. 

Accordingly, the system can include page generators that 
generate directory pages that carry information representa- 
tive of a location monitor, such as a responsible computer 
node, that tracks a data storage location, to provide a 
directory structure for tracking homeless data. Moreover, the 
directory itself can be stored as pages within the virtual 
memory space. Therefore, the data storage location can store 
information representative of a directory page, to store the 
directory structure as pages of homeless data. 

In another aspect, the invention of the above-identified, 
incorporated-by-reference U.S. patent application can be 
understood as methods for providing a computer system 
having a addressable shared memory space. The method can 

include the steps of providing a network for carrying data 
signals representative of computer readable information, 
providing a hard-disk, coupled to the network, and having 
persistent storage for data signals, providing plural 

s computers, each having an interface, coupled to the data 
network, for exchanging data signals between the plural 
computers, and assigning a portion of the addressable 
memory space to a portion of the persistent storage of the 
hard disk to provide addressable persistent storage for data 

10 signals. 
Turning now to the drawings related to the addressable 

shared memory system or engine of the above-identified, 
incorporated-by-reference U.S. patent application, FIG. 5 
illustrates a computer network 10 that provides a shared 

15 memory that spans the memory space of each node of the 
depicted computer network 210. 

Specifically, FIG. 5 illustrates a computer network 210 
that includes a plurality of nodes 212a-212c, each having a 
CPU 214, an operating system 216, an optional private 

20 memory device 218, and a shared memory subsystem 220. 
As further depicted in by FIG. 5, each node 212a-212c 
connects via the shared memory subsystem 220 to a virtual 
shared memory 222. As will be explained in greater detail 
hereinafter, by providing the shared memory subsystem 220 

25 that allows the node 212a-212c to access the virtual shared 
memory 222, the computer network 210 enables network 
nodes 212a-212c to communicate and share functionality 
using the same techniques employed by applications when 
communicating between applications running on the same 

30 machine. These techniques can employ object linking and 
embedding, dynamic link libraries, class registering, and 
other such techniques. Accordingly, the nodes 212 can 
employ the virtual shared memory 222 to exchange data and 
objects between application programs running on the dif- 

35 ferent nodes 212 of the network 210. 
In the embodiment depicted in FIG. 5, each node 212 can 

be a conventional computer system such as a commercially 
available IBM PC compatible computer system. The pro- 

40 cessor 214 can be any processor unit suitable for performing 
the data processing for that computer system. The operating 
system 216 can be any commercially available or propri- 
etary operating system that includes, or can access, functions 
for accessing the local memory of the computer system and 

45 networking. 
The private memory device 218 can be any computer 

memory device suitable for storing data signals representa- 
tive of computer readable information. The private memory 
provides the node with local storage that can be kept 

so inaccessible to the other nodes on the network. Typically the 
private memory device 218 includes a RAM, or a portion of 
a RAM memory, for temporarily storing data and application 
programs and for providing the processor 214 with memory 
storage for executing programs. The private memory device 

55 18 can also include persistent memory storage, typically a 
hard disk unit or a portion of a hard disk unit, for the 
persistent storage of data. 

The shared memory subsystem 220 depicted in FIG. 5 is 
an embodiment of the invention that couples between the 

60 operating system 216 and the virtual shared memory 222 
and forms an interface between the operating system 216 
and the virtual shared memory to allow the operating system 
216 to access the virtual shared memory 222. The depicted 
shared memorv subsvstem 220 is a software module that 

65 operates as a stand-alone distributed shared memory engine. 
The depicted system is illustrative and other systems of the 
invention can be realized as shared memory subsystems that 
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can be embedded into an application program, or be imple- for portions of the distributed memory. In particular, the 
mented as an embedded code of a hardware device. Other depicted embodiment includes a memory subsystem, such as 
such applications can be practiced without departing from subsystem 232a, that interfaces to a persistent memory 
the scope of the invention. device, depicted as the disk 236a. The subsystem 232a can 

me depicted virtual shared memory 222 illustrates a s operate the persistent memory device to provide persistent 
virtual shared memory that is accessible by each of the nodes Storage for portions of the distributed shared memory space. 
212a-212c via the shared memory subsystem 220, ~h~ As illustrated, each persistent memory device 236 depicted 
virtual shared memory 222 can map to devices that provide in FIG. 6 has a portion of the addressable memory space 
physical storage for computer readable data, depicted in mapped onto it. For example, device 236a has the portions 
FIG. 5 as a plurality of pages 224a-224d. In one 10 of the addressable memory space, CO C,, C,, mapped onto 
embodiment, the pages form portions of the shared memory it, and provides persistent storage for data signals stored in 
space and divide the address space of the shared memory those ranges of addresses. 
into page addressable memory spaces. For example the Accordingly, the subsystem 232a can provide integrated 
address space can be paged into 4K byte sections. In other control of persistent storage devices and electronic memory 
embodiments alternative granularity can be employed to 15 to allow the distributed shared memory space to span across 
manager the shared memory space. Each node 212a-212c both types of storage devices, and to allow portions of the 
through the shared memory subsystem 220 can access each distributed shared memory to move between persistent and 
page 224a-224d stored in the virtual shared memory 222. electronic memory depending on predetermined conditions, 
Each page 224a-224d represents a unique entry of computer such as recent usage. 
data stored within the virtual shared memory 222. Each page 20 1, one optional embodiment, the nodes of the network are 
224a-224d is accessible to each one of the nodes organized into a hierarchy of groups. In this embodiment, 
212a-212c, and alternatively, each node can store additional the memory subsystems 232a-232c can include a hierarchy 
Pages of data within the virtual shared memory 222. Each manager that provides hierarchical control for the distribu- 
newly stored page of data can be accessible to each of the tion of data,  hi^ includes controlling the migration 
other nodes 2 1 2 ~ - 2 1 2 ~ .  Accordingly, the virtual shared 25 controller, and policy controller, which are discussed in 
memory 222 provides a system for sharing and ~ommuni-  detail below, to perform hierarchical data migration and load 
eating data between each node 212 of the computer network balancing, such that data migrates primarily between com- 
210. puters of the same group, and passes to other groups in 

FIG. 6 illustrates in functional block diagram form a hierarchical order. Resource distribution is similarly man- 
computer network 230 that has a distributed shared memory. 30 aged. 
In this embodiment, each node 2 1 2 ~ - 2 1 2 ~  has a memory FIG. 7 illustrates in more detail one shared memory 
subsystem 232 that connects between the operating system subsystem 240 according to the invention. FIG. 7 depicts a 
216 and the two local memory devices, the RAM 234 and shared memory subsystem 240, that includes an interface 
the disk 236, and that further couples to a network 238 that 35 242, a DSM directory manager 244, a memory controller 
couples to each of the depicted nodes 21% 21% and 2 1 2 ~  246, a local disk cache controller 248, and a local RAM 
and to a network memory device 226. cache controller 250. FIG. 7 further depicts the network 254, 

More particularly, FIG. 6 illustrates a distributed shared an optional consumer of the DSM system, depicted as the 
memory network 30 that includes a plurality of nodes service 258, the operating system 216, a disk driver 260, a 
212a-212c, each including a processing unit 214, an oper- 40 disk element 262 and a RAM element 264. 
ating system 216, a memory subsystem 232, a RAM 234, The shared memory subsystem 240 depicted in FIG. 7 can 
and a disk 236. FIG. 6 further depicts a computer network encapsulate the memory management operations of the 
system 38 that connects between the nodes 2 1 2 ~ - 2 1 2 ~  and network node 212 to provide a virtual shared memory that 
the network memory device 226. The network 238 provides can span across each node that connects into the network 
a network communication system across these elements. 45 254. Accordingly, each local node 212 views the network as 

The illustrated memory subsystems 2 3 2 ~ - 2 3 2 ~  that con- a set of nodes that are each connected to a large shared 
nect between the operating system 216a-216c, the memory computer memory. 
elements 234a-234c, 236a-236c, and the network 238, The depicted interface 242 provides an entry point for the 
encapsulate the local memories of each of the nodes to local node to access the shared memory space of the 
provide an abstraction of a shared virtual memory system 50 computer network. The interface 242 can couple directly to 
that spans across each of the nodes 212a-212c on the the operating system 216, to a distributed service utility such 
network 238. The memory subsystems 232a-232c can be as the depicted DSM file system 258, to a distributed 
software modules that act as distributors to map portions of user-level service utility, or alternatively to any combination 
the addressable memory space across the depicted memory thereof. 
devices. The memory subsystems further track the data 55 ~h~ depicted interface 242 provides an ~1 that is a 
stored in the local memory of each node 212 and further memory orientedAP1. Thus, the illustrated interface 242 can 
operate network connections with network 238 for transfer- export a set of interfaces that provide low-level control of 
ring data between the nodes 2 1 2 ~ - 2 1 2 ~ .  In this way, the the distributed memory. As illustrated in FIG. 7, the interface 
memory subsystems 2 3 2 ~ - 2 3 2 ~  access and control each 242 exports the API to the operating system 216 or to the 
memory element on the network 238 to perform memory 60 optional DSM service 258. The operating system 216 or the 
access operations that are transparent to the operating SYs- service employs the interface 242 to request standard 
tern 216. Accordingl~, the operating system 216 interfaces memory management techniques, such as reading and writ- 
with the memory subsystem 232 as an interface to a global ing from portions of the memory space. These portions of 
memory space that spans each node 2 1 2 ~ - 2 1 2 ~  on the the memory space can be the pages as described above 
network 238. 65 which can be 4K byte portions of the shared memory space, 

FIG. 6 further depicts that the system 230 provides a or other units of memory, such as objects or segments. Each 
distributed shared memory that includes persistent storage page can be located within the shared memory space which 
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is designated by a global address signal for that page of 
memory. The system can receive address signals from an 
application program or, optionally, can include a global 
address generator that generates the address signals. The 
address generator can include a spanning module that gen- 
erates address signals for a memory space that spans the 
storage capacity of the network. 

Accordingly, in one embodiment, the interface 242 
receives requests to manipulate pages of the shared memory 
space. To this end, the interface 242 can comprise a software 
module that includes a library of functions that can be called 
by services, the OS 216, or other caller, or device. The 
function calls provide the OS 216 with an API of high level 
memory oriented services, such as read data, write data, and 
allocate memory. The implementation of the functions can 
include a set of calls to controls that operate the directory 
manager 244, and the local memory controller 246. 
Accordingly, the interface 242 can be a set of high level 
memory function calls to interface to the low-level func- 
tional elements of shared memory subsystem 240. 

FIG. 7 further depicts a DSM directory manager 244 that 
couples to the interface 242. The interface 242 passes 
request signals that represent requests to implement memory 
operations such as allocating a portion of memory, locking 
a portion of memory, mapping a portion of memory, or some 
other such memory function. The directory manager 244 
manages a directory that can include mappings than can 
span across each memory device connected to the network 
238 depicted in FIG. 6, including each R A M  and disk 
element accessible by the network. The directory manager 
244 stores a global directory structure that provides a map of 
the global address space. In one embodiment as will be 
explained in greater detail hereinafter, the directory manager 
244 provides a global directory that maps between global 
address signals and responsible nodes on the network. A 
responsible node stores information regarding the location 
and attributes of data associated with a respective global 
address, and optionally stores a copy of that page's data. 
Consequently, the directory manager 244 tracks information 
for accessing any address location within the identifier 
space. 

The control of the distributed shared memory can be 
coordinated by the directory manager 244 and the memory 
controller 246. The directory manager 244 maintains a 
directory structure that can operate on a global address 
received from the interface 242 and identify, for that address, 
a node on the network that is responsible for maintaining the 
page associated with that address of the shared memory 
space. Once the directory manager 244 identifies which 
node is responsible for maintaining a particular address, the 
directory manager 244 can identify a node that stores 
information for locating a copy of the page, and make the 
call to the memory controller 246 of that node and pass to 
that node's memory controller the memory request provided 
by the memory interface 242. Accordingly, the depicted 
directory manager 244 is responsible for managing a direc- 
tory structure that identifies for each page of the shared 
memory space a responsible node that tracks the physical 
location of the data stored in the respective page. Thus, the 
directory, rather than directly providing the location of the 
page, can optionally identify a responsible node, or other 
device, that tracks the location of the page. This indirection 
facilitates maintenance of the directory as pages migrate 
between nodes. 

The memory controller 246 performs the low level 
memory access functions that physically store data within 
the memory elements connected to the network. In the 

depicted embodiment, the directory manager 244 of a first 
node can pass a memory access request through the interface 
242, to the network module of the OS 216, and across the 
network254 to a second node that the directory manager 244 

5 identifies as the responsible node for the given address. The 
directory manager 244 can then query the responsible node 
to determine the attributes and the current owner node of the 
memory page that is associated with the respective global 
address. The owner of the respective page is the network 

lo node that has control over the memory storage element on 
which the data of the associated page is stored. The memory 
controller 246 of the owner can access, through the OS 216 
of that node or through any interface, the memory of the 
owner node to access the data of the page that is physically 
stored on that owner node. 

In particular, as depicted in FIG. 7, the directory manager 
244 couples to the network module 252 which couples to the 
network 254. The directory manager can transmit to the 
network module 252 a command and associated data that 

20 directs the network interface 252 to pass a data signal to the 
owner node. The owner node receives the memory request 
across network 254 and through network module 252 that 
passes the memory request to the interface 242 of that owner 
node. The interface 242 couples to the memory controller 

25 246 and can pass the memory request to the local memory 
controller of that owner node for operating the local storage 
elements, such as the disk or R A M  elements, to perform the 
requested memory operation. 

Once the owner node has performed the requested 
30 memory operation, such as reading a page of data, the 

memory subsystem 240 of the owner node can then transfer 
the page of data, or a copy of the page of data, via the 
network 254 to the node that originally requested access to 
that portion of the shared memory. The page of data is 

35 transferred via the network 254 to the network module 252 
of the requesting node and the shared memory subsystem 
240 operates the memory controller 246 to store in the local 
memory of the requesting node a copy of the accessed data. 

Accordingly, in one embodiment of the invention, when a 
40 first node accesses a page of the shared memory space which 

is not stored locally on that node, the directory manager 244 
identifies a node that has a copy of the data stored in that 
page and moves a copy of that data into the local memory 
of the requesting node. The local memory storage, both 

45 volatile and persistent, of the requesting node therefore 
becomes a cache for pages that have been requested by that 
local node. This embodiment is depicted FIG. 7 which 
depicts a memory controller that has a local disk cache 
controller 248 and a local R A M  cache controller 250. Both 

so of these local cache controllers can provide to the operating 
system 216, or other consumer pages of the shared memory 
space that are cache stored in the local memory of the node, 
including local persistent memory and local volatile 
memory. 

ss The shared memory subsystem can include a coherent 
replication controller that maintains coherency between 
cached pages by employing a coherence through invalida- 
tion process, a coherence through migration process or other 
coherence process suitable for practice with the present 

60 invention. The coherent replication controller can automati- 
cally generate a copy of the data stored in each page and can 
store the copy in a memory device that is separate from the 
memory device of the original copy. This provides for fault 
tolerant operation, as the failure of any one memory device 

65 will not result in the loss of data. The coherent replication 
controller can be a software model that monitors all copies 
of pages kept in volatile memory and made available for 
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writing. The controller can employ any of the coherency directory management for pages that are stored in persistent 
techniques named above, and can store tables of location storage and volatile memory. 
information that identifies the location information for all 1, one embodiment a paging element can operate the 
generated copies. RAM and disk directory managers to remap portions of the 

FIG. 8 illustrates in greater detail one embodiment of a 5 addressable memory space between one of the volatile 
shared memory according to the invention. The memories and one of the persistent memories, In the shared 
shared 270 in memory system, this allows the paging element to remap 
a 274, a local RAM cache 276, a pages from the volatile memory of one node to a disk 
RAM "pyset 2782 a global RAM directory 2802 a disk memory of another node. Accordingly, the RAM directory 

282, a global disk 284, a 10 passes control of that page to the disk directory 
manager 288, a policy 290, and a local disk cache manager which can then treat the page as any other page of 
94. further a 304, a physical data, This allows for improved load balancing, by removing 
memory 300, shared data 302, a physical 'ystern data from RAM memory, and storing it in the disk devices, 
298, which is part the system 216, a cOnfigu- Under the control of the disk directory manager, 
ration service 308, a diagnostic service 310, and a memory 
access request 312. The depicted subsystem 270 can be a The local of the subsystem 270 is 

computer program that couples to the physical memory, file provided by the local RAM cache 276 and the local disk 

system, and network system of the host node, or can be 294. The local RAM cache 276 which coup1es to the 

electrical circuit card assemblies that interface to the host physical 300 of the local node can as 
node, or can be a of programs and circuit card 20 described the space the local 

assemblies. to access data that is physically stored within the RAM 
memory 300. Similarly, the local disk cache 294 couples to 

The flow scheduler 272 depicted in FIG. 8 can orchestrate 
the controls provided by an API of the subsystem 270. In one the persistent storage device 298 and can access a physical 

location that maintains in the local persistent storage data of 
embodiment, the flow scheduler 272 can be a state machine 

the distributed shared memory. that monitors and responds to the requests 312 and remote 25 

requests through network 304 which can be instructions for a remote 'perations 274 that 

memory operations and which can include signals represen- between the network 304 and the flow 
tative of the global addresses being operated on, These 272. The 274 the 
memory operation requests 312 can act as op-codes for transfer of data across the network 304 for moving portions 

primitive operations on one or more global addresses. They 30 the data in the shared 'pace between the 

can be read and write requests, or other memory operations. of the network. The remote 'perations 274 

~ l t ~ ~ ~ ~ t i ~ ~ l ~ ,  the flow scheduler 272 can be a program, such can also request services from remote peers, i.e. invalidate 

as an interpreter, that provides an execution environment to maintain coherency Or for other 

and can map these op-codes into control flow programs FIG. 8 also depicts a policy element 290 that can be a 
called applets. The applets can be independent executable 35 software module that acts as a controller to determine the 
programs that employ both environment services, such as availability of resources, such as printer capabilities, hard- 
threading, synchronization, and buffer management, and the disk space, available RAM and other such resources. The 
elements depicted in FIG, 8, ~h~ ~1 is capable of being policy controller can employ any of the suitable heuristics to 
called from both external clients, like a distributed shared direct the elements, such as the paging controller, disk 
memory file system, as well as recursively by the applets and 40 directory manager, and other elements to dynamically dis- 
the other elements 274-294 of the subsystem 270. Each tribute the available resources. 
element can provide a level of encapsulation to the man- FIG. 8 further depicts a memory subsystem 270 that 
agement of a particular resource or aspect of the system. To includes a RAM copyset 278 and a disk copyset 282. These 
this end, each element can export an API consisting of copysets can manage copies of pages that are cached at a 
functions to be employed by the applets. This structure is 45 single node. The disk copyset 282 can maintain information 
illustrated in FIG. 8. Accordingly, the flow scheduler 272 on copies of pages that are stored in the local disk cache, 
can provide an environment to load and execute applets. The which can be the local persistent memory. Similarly, the 
applets are dispatched by the flow scheduler 272 on a per RAM copyset 278 can maintain information on copies of 
op-code basis and can perform the control flow for sequen- pages that are stored in the local RAM cache which can be 
tial or parallel execution of an element to implement the so the local RAM. These copysets encapsulate indexing and 
op-code on the specified global address, such as a read or storage of copyset data that can be employed by applets or 
write operation. Optionally, the flow scheduler 272 can other executing code for purposes of maintaining the coher- 
include an element to change dynamically the applet at run ency of data stored in the shared memory space. The copyset 
time as well as execute applets in parallel and in interpreted elements can maintain copyset data that identifies the pages 
mode. 55 cached by the host node. Further, the copyset can identify 

The depicted shared memory subsystem 270 includes a the other nodes on the network that maintain a copy of that 
bifurcated directory manager that includes the global RAM Page, and can further identify for each Page which of these 
directory 280 and the global disk directory 284. The global nodes is the owner node, wherein the owner node can be a 
RAM directory 280 is a directory manager that tracks node which has write privileges to the page being accessed. 
information that can provide the location of pages that are 60 The copysets themselves can be stored in Pages of the 
stored in the volatile memory, typically RAM, of the net- distributed shared memory space. 
work nodes. The global disk directory 284 is a global disk The local RAM cache 276 provides storage for memory 
directory manager that manages a directory structure that pages and their attributes. In one embodiment, the local 
tracks information that can provide the location of pages that RAM cache 276 provides a global address index for access- 
are stored on persistent memory devices. Together, the 65 ing the cached pages of the distributed memory and the 
global RAM directory 280 and the global disk directory 284 attributes based on that page. In this embodiment, the local 
provide the shared memory subsystem 270 with integrated ram cache 276 provides the index by storing in memory a list 
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of each global address cached in the local RAM. With each half of the memory space. Accordingly, the directory entry 
listed global address, the index provides a pointer into a 324 provides an index for pages stored in the address space 
buffer memory and to the location of the page data. between the base address and up to the mid-point of the 
Optionally, with each listed global address, the index can memory space and, in complement thereto, the directory 
further provide attribute information including a version tag s entry 326 provides an index to pages stored in the address 
representative of the version of the data, a dirty bit repre- space that ranges from the mid-point of the address space to 
sentative of whether the RAM cached data is a copy of the the highest address. 
data held on disk, or whether the RAM cached data has been FIG. 9 further depicts a directory page 320 that includes, 
modified but not yet flushed to disk, a volatile bit to indicate in each directory entry, a responsible node field 332 and the 
if the Page is backed by backing store in persistent memory, 10 child page global address field 334. These fields 332, 334 
and other such attribute information useful for managing the provide further location information for the data stored in 
coherency of the stored data. pages within the address range identified in field 330. 

In the ~ ~ b o d i m e n t  depicted in FIG. 8, the memory FIG. 10 depicts a directory 340 formed from directory 
subsystem 270 provides the node access to the distributed pages similar to those depicted in FIG, 9, FIG, 10 depicts 
memory space by the coordinated operation of the directory 15 that the directory 340 includes directory pages 342, 
manager that includes the global RAM directory 280 and the 350-354, and 360-366, FIG, 10 further depicts that the 
global disk directory 284, the cache controller that includes directory 340 provides location information to the pages of 
the local RAM cache and the local disk cache elements 276 the distributed shared memory space depicted in FIG, 10 as 
and 294, and the copyset elements which include the RAM pages 370-384, 
copyset 278 and the disk copyset 282. 20 

The directory page 342 depicted in FIG. 10 acts like a root 
The directory manager provides a directory structure that directory page and can be located at a static address that is 

indexes the shared address space. Continuing with the known to each node coupled to the distributed address space. 
example of a paged shared address space, the directory The root directory page 342 includes three directory entries 
manager of the subsystem 270 allows the host node to 344,346, and 348. Each directory entry depicted in FIG. 10 
access, by global addresses, Pages of the shared memory 25 has directory entries similar to those depicted in FIG. 9. For 
space. example, directory entry 344 includes a variable Co which 

FIGS. 9 and 10 illustrate one example of a directory represents the address range field 330, a variable Nj repre- 
structure that provides access to the shared memory space. sentative of the field 332, and a variable Cs representative of 
FIG. 9 depicts a directory page 320 that includes a page 30 the field 334. The depicted root directory page 342 subdi- 
header 322, directory entries 324 and 326, wherein each vides the address space into three ranges illustrated as an 
directory entry includes a range field 330, a responsible node address range that extends between the address Co and Cd, 
field 332, and an address field 334. The directory pages can a second address range that extends between the address Cd 
be generated by a directory page generator that can be a and Cg, and a third address range that extends between Cg 
software module controlled by the directory manager. It will 35 and the highest memory location of the address space. 
be understood that the directory manager can generate As further depicted in FIG. 10, each directory entry 344, 
multiple directories, including one for the Global disk and 346, and 348 points to a subordinate directory page, depicted 
one for the Global RAM directories. The depicted directory as directory pages 350, 352, and 354, each of which further 
page 320 can be a page of the global address space, such as subdivides the address range index by the associated direc- 
a 4K byte portion of the shared address space. Therefore, the 40 tory entry of the root directory 342. In FIG. 9, this subdi- 
directory page can be stored in the distributed shared vision process continues as each of the directory pages 350, 
memory space just as the other pages to which the directory 352, and 354 each again have directory entries that locate 
pages provide access. subordinate directory pages including the depicted examples 

As further depicted in FIG. 9, each directory page 120 of directory pages 360, 362, 364, and 366. 
includes a page header 322 that includes attribute informa- 45 The depicted example of directory pages 360, 362, 364, 
tion for that page header, which is typically metadata for the and 366 are each leaf entries. The leaf entries contain 
directory page, and further includes directory entries such as directory entries such as the directory entries 356 and 358 of 
the depicted directory entries, 324 and 326, which provide the leaf entry 360, that store a range field 330 and the 
an index into a portion of the shared address space wherein responsible node field 332. These leaf entries identify an 
that portion can be one or more pages, including all the 50 address and a responsible node for the page in the distributed 
pages of the distributed shared memory space. The depicted memory space that is being accessed, such as the depicted 
directory page 320 includes directory entries that index a pages 370-384. For example, as depicted in FIG. 10, the leaf 
selected range of global addresses of the shared memory entry 356 points to the page 370 that corresponds to the 
space. To this end, the directory generator can include a range field 330 of the leaf entry 356, which for a leaf entry 
range generator so that each directory entry can include a 55 is the page being accessed. In this way, the directory 
range field 330 that describes the start of a range of structure 340 provides location information for pages stored 
addresses that that entry locates. in the distributed address space. 

Accordingly, each directory page 320 can include a plu- In the depicted embodiment of FIG. 10, a node selector 
rality of directory entries, such as entries 324 and 326, that can select a responsible node for each page, as described 
can subdivide the address space into a subset of address 60 above, so that the leaf entry 356 provides information of the 
ranges. For example, the depicted directory page 320 address and responsible node of the page being located. 
includes two directory entries 324 and 326. The directory Accordingly, this directory tracks ownership and responsi- 
entries 324 and 326 can, for example, subdivide the address bility for data, to provide a level of indirection between the 
space into two sub-portions. In this example, the start directory and the physical location of the data. During a 
address range of the directory entry 324 could be the base 65 memory access operation, the memory subsystem 270 
address of the address space, and the start address range of passes to the responsible node indicated in the leaf entry 356 
the directory entry 326 could be the address for the upper the address of the page being accessed. The shared memory 
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subsystem of that node can identify a node that stores a copy 
of the page being accessed, including the owner node. This 
identification of a node having a copy can be performed by 
the R A M  copyset or disk copyset of the responsible node. 
The node having a copy stored in its local physical memory, 
such as the owner node, can employ its local cache elements, 
including the local R A M  cache and local disk cache to the 
identify from the global address signal a physical location of 
the data stored in the page being accessed. The cache 
element can employ the operating system of the owner node 
to access the memory device that maintains that physical 
location in order that the data stored in the page can be 
accessed. For a read-memory operation, or for other similar 
operations, the data read from the physical memory of the 
owner node can be passed via the network to the memory 
subsystem of the node requesting the read and subsequently 
stored into the virtual memory space of the requesting node 
for use by that node. 

With reference again to FIG. 10, it can be seen that the 
depicted directory structure 340 comprises a hierarchical 
structure. To this end, the directory structure 340 provides a 
structure that continually subdivides the memory space into 
smaller and smaller sections. Further, each section is repre- 
sented by directory pages of the same structure, but indexes 
address spaces of different sizes. As pages are created or 
deleted, a linker inserts or deletes the pages from the 
directory. In one embodiment, the linker is a software 
module for linking data structures. The linker can operate 
responsive to the address ranges to provide the depicted 
hierarchical structure. Accordingly, the depicted directory 
340 provides a scaleable directory for the shared address 
space. Moreover, the directory pages are stored in the 
distributed address space and maintained by the distributed 
shared memory system. Aroot for the directory can be stored 
in known locations to allow for bootstrap of the system. 
Consequently, commonly used pages are copied and 
distributed, and rarely used pages are shuffled off to disk. 
Similarly, directory pages will migrate to those nodes that 
access them most, providing a degree of self-organization 
that reduces network traffic. 

FIG. 11 depicts the directory of FIG. 10 being employed 
by a system according to the invention. In particular FIG. 11 
depicts a system 400 that includes two nodes, 406a and 
406b, a directory structure 340, and a pair of local memories 
having volatile memory devices 264a and 264b, and persis- 
tent memory devices 262a and 262b. Depicted node 406a 
includes an address consumer 408a, a global address 410a, 
and interface 242a, a directory manager 244a and a memory 
controller 246a. Node 406b has corresponding elements. 
The nodes are connected by the network 254. The directory 
340 has a root page, directory pages A-F, and pages 1-5. 

Each node 406a and 406b operates as discussed above. 
The depicted address consumers 408a and 408b can be an 
application program, file system, hardware device or any 
other such element that requests access to the virtual 
memory. In operation, the address consumers 408a and 408b 
request an address, or range of addresses, and the directory 
manager can include a global address generator that pro- 
vides the consumer with the requested address, or a pointer 
to the requested address. As addresses get generated, the 
respective directory managers 244a and 244b generate 
directory pages and store the pages in the directory structure 
340. As depicted, the directory structure 340 tracks the 
portions of the address space being employed by the system 
400, and physical storage for each page is provided within 
the local memories. 

As shown in FIG. 11, the data associated with the direc- 
tory pages are distributively stored across the two local 

memories and duplicate copies can exist. As described 
above and now illustrated in FIG. 11, the data can move 
between different local memories and also move, or page, 
between volatile and persistent storage. The data movement 

5 can be responsive to data requests made by memory users 
like application programs, or by operation of the migration 
controller described above. As also described above, the 
movement of data between different memory locations can 
occur without requiring changes to the directory 340. This is 

10 achieved by providing a directory 340 that is decoupled 
from the physical location of the data by employing a pointer 
to a responsible node that tracks the data storage location. 
Accordingly, although the data storage location can change, 
the responsible node can remain constant, thereby avoiding 
any need to change the directory 340. 

Variations, modifications, and other implementations of 
what is described herein will occur to those of ordinary skill 
in the art without departing from the spirit and the scope of 
the invention as claimed. Accordingly, the invention is to be 
defined not by the preceding illustrative description but 

20 instead by the spirit and scope of the following claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A method for providing distributed control over a 

structured store of data, comprising: 
providing a plurality of nodes inter-connected by a 

25 network, each of the plurality of nodes sharing a shared 
addressable memory space of a shared memory system 
and including (i) an interface for accessing the network, 
(ii) a local volatile memory device coupled to the node 
and providing volatile storage, (iii) a local persistent 

30 
memory device coupled to the node and providing 
persistent storage, and (iv) a shared memory subsystem 
for mapping a portion of the shared addressable 
memory space to at least a portion of the persistent and 
volatile storage to provide thereby addressable persis- 

35 
tent and volatile storage accessible by each of the 
plurality of nodes, the shared memory subsystem 
including (a) a distributor for mapping portions of the 
addressable memory space across the plurality of local 
persistent and volatile memory devices to distribute the 

40 
addressable memory space across the plurality of local 
persistent and volatile memory devices, and (b) a disk 
directory manager for tracking the mapped portions of 
the addressable memory space to provide information 
representative of which of the local persistent and 

45 
volatile memory devices has which of the portions of 
the addressable memory space mapped thereon; 

storing on each node an instance of a data control program 
for manipulating the structured store of data to provide 
multiple, distributed instances of the data control pro- 
gram; 

interfacing each instance of the data control program to 
the shared memory system; and 

operating each instance of the data control program to 
55 employ the shared memory system as a memory device 

having the structured store of data contained therein, 
whereby the shared memory system coordinates access 
to the structured store of data to provide distributed 
control over the structured store of data. 

60 2 .  The method of claim 1 wherein said interfacing step 
further includes: 

directing the data control program to provide a stream of 
data to be stored in the structured store of data; and 

directing the data control program to operate the shared 
65 memory system as a single-node memory device. 

3 .  The method of claim 1 wherein the structured store of 
data comprises a file system, and wherein the data control 
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program comprises a file control program for manipulating the shared memory space for optimizing access to 
the file system, whereby the shared memory system controls physical storage for the database record. 
access to the file system to provide a shared file system. 19. The method of claim 1 wherein the structured store of 

4. The method of claim 3 further comprising: data comprises a Web server system, and wherein the data 
providing the shared file system with a file directory; and s control program comprises a control program for manipu- 
operating the shared memory system to maintain the file lating the Web server system, and controlling access to the 

directory within a shared memory space. Web server system to provide a shared Web server system. 
5. The method of claim 4 further comprising: 20. The method of claim 19 further comprising: 

the as a plurality logica1 providing the shared Web server system with a directory 
partitions stored within the shared memory space. 10 mapping the files to their contents; and 

6. The method of claim 4 further comprising the step of 
coordinating shared access to data within the structured store 'peratink? the 'ystem to maintain the Web 

by locking directories stored within a shared memory space. server directory within a shared memory space. 

7. The method of claim 3 further comprising: 21. The method of claim 19 further comprising: 

generating, for a file stored within the shared file system, 1s generating, for a within the shared Web server 

a file descriptor having storage for an identifier being system, a file descriptor having storage for an identifier 

representative of a portion of a shared memory space. being representative of a portion of a shared memory 

8. The method of claim 7 further comprising: space. 

allocating contiguous portions of the shared memory 22. The method of 'laim 21 further comprising: 

space, each represented by a respective identifier, to 20 allocating contiguous portions of the shared memory 
provide reduced bookkeeping information for the file. space, each represented by a respective identifier, to 

9. The method of claim 7 further comprising: provide reduced bookkeeping information for the files. 

reserving contiguous segments of a storage device for 23. The method of 'laim 21 further comprising: 

storing data associated with the contiguous portions of reserving contiguous segments of a storage device for 
the shared memory space for optimizing access to 25 storing data associated with the contiguous portions of 
physical storage for the file. the shared memory space for optimizing access to 

10. The method of claim 1 wherein the structured store of physical storage for the files. 
data comprises a database system, and wherein the data 24. The method of claim 1 further comprising: 
control program comprises a database control program for operating the shared memory system to replicate stored 
manipulating the database system, whereby the shared 30 data coherently in order to provide a redundant store of 
memory system controls access to the database system to data. 
provide a shared database system. 25. The method of claim 24 further comprising: 

11. The method of claim 10 further comprising: storing the coherently replicated data within different 
providing the shared database system with a database storage devices of the network to provide fault tolerant 

directory and set of index structures; and 35 operation. 
operating the shared memory system to maintain the 26. The method of claim 1 further comprising: 

database directory and set of index structures within a associating concurrency control structures with portions 
shared memory space. of the shared memory space; 

12. The method of claim 11 further comprising: 
storing the concurrency control structures in the shared 

organizing the database directory as a plurality of sets 40 memory space; and 
stored within the shared memory space. 

13, The method of claim further comprising the steps coordinating shared access to data within the structured 

of: store by locking concurrency control structures. 

associating concurrency control structures with portions 27. The method of claim 26 further comprising: 

of the database system; 
45 generating a lock object data structure having information 

storing the concurrency control structures in the shared representative of a lock status on portions of the shared 

memory space; and memory space; and 

coordinating shared access to the database system by the lock within the shared space 
locking concurrency control structures. provide thereby a shared system lock. 

14. The method of claim 13 further comprising locking of 28. The 26 wherein the locking step 

database indices. includes: 
15. The method of claim 13 further comprising locking of directing the shared memory to generate byte range locks 

database keys. representative of locks placed on portions of the shared 
16. The method of claim 10 further comprising: 55 memory space. 
generating, for a database object stored within the shared 29. The method of claim 1 further comprising operating 

database system, a database record descriptor having each instance of the data control Program to employ the 
storage for an identifier being representative of a por- shared memory system as clustered structured storage, the 
tion of a shared memory space. memory system coordinating access to the clustered struc- 

17. The method of claim 16 further comprising: 60 tured storage to provide distributed control over the clus- 

allocating contiguous portions of the shared memory tered structured 

space, each represented by a respective identifier, to 30. A method for providing distributed control over a 

provide reduced bookkeeping information for the structured data, 
respective database record. providing a plurality of nodes inter-connected by a net- 

18. The method of claim 16 further comprising: 65 work; 
reserving contiguous segments of a storage device for storing on each node an instance of a data control program 

storing data associated with the contiguous portions of for manipulating the structured store of data to provide 
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multiple, distributed instances of the data control 
program, the structured store of data comprising a Web 
server system and the data control program comprising 
a control program for manipulating the Web server 
system and controlling access to the Web server system 
to provide a shared Web server system; 

interfacing each instance of the data control program to a 
shared memory system that provides addressable per- 
sistent storage of data; 

operating each instance of the data control program to 
employ the shared memory system as a memory device 
having the structured store of data contained therein, 
whereby the shared memory system coordinates access 
to the structured store of data to provide distributed 
control over the structured store of data; 

providing the shared Web server system with a directory 
mapping files to their contents; and 

operating the shared memory system to maintain the Web 
server directory within a shared memory space. 

31. A method for providing distributed control over a 
structured store of data, comprising: 

providing a plurality of nodes inter-connected by a net- 
work; 

storing on each node an instance of a data control program 
for manipulating the structured store of data to provide 
multiple, distributed instances of the data control 
program, the structured store of data comprising a Web 
server system and the data control program comprising 
a control program for manipulating the Web server 
system and controlling access to the Web server system 
to provide a shared Web server system; 

interfacing each instance of the data control program to a 
shared memory system that provides addressable per- 
sistent storage of data; 

operating each instance of the data control program to 
employ the shared memory system as a memory device 
having the structured store of data contained therein, 
whereby the shared memory system coordinates access 
to the structured store of data to provide distributed 
control over the structured store of data; and 

generating, for a file stored within the shared Web server 
system, a file descriptor having storage for an identifier 
being representative of a portion of a shared memory 
space. 

32. The method of claim 31 further comprising: 
allocating contiguous portions of the shared memory 

space, each represented by a respective identifier, to 
provide reduced bookkeeping information for the files. 

33. The method of claim 31 further comprising: 
reserving contiguous segments of a storage device for 

storing data associated with the contiguous portions of 
the shared memory space for optimizing access to 
physical storage for the files. 

34. A method for providing distributed control over a 
structured store of data, comprising: 

32 
providing a plurality of nodes inter-connected by a net- 

work; 
storing on each node an instance of a data control program 

for manipulating the structured store of data to provide 
multiple, distributed instances of the data control 
program, the structured store of data comprising a Web 
server system and the data control program comprising 
a control program for manipulating the Web server 
system and controlling access to the Web server system 
to provide a shared Web server system; 

interfacing each instance of the data control program to a 
globally addressable unstructured storage system; 

operating each instance of the data control program to 
employ the globally addressable unstructured storage 
system as a memory device containing structured stor- 
age to provide distributed control over the structured 
store of data; 

providing the shared Web server system with a directory 
mapping files to their contents; and 

operating the globally addressable unstructured storage 
system to maintain the Web server directory. 

35. A method for providing distributed control over a 
structured store of data, comprising: 

A - 
providing a plurality of nodes inter-connected by a net- 

work; 
storing on each node an instance of a data control program 

for manipulating the structured store of data to provide 
multiple, distributed instances of the data control 
program, the structured store of data comprising a Web 
server system and the data control program comprising 
a control program for manipulating the Web server 
system and controlling access to the Web server system 
to provide a shared Web server system; 

interfacing each instance of the data control program to a 
globally addressable unstructured storage system; 

operating each instance of the data control program to 
employ the globally addressable unstructured storage 
system as a memory device containing structured stor- 
age to provide distributed control over the structured 
store of data; and 

generating, for a file stored within the shared Web server 
system, a file descriptor having storage for an identifier 
being representative of a portion of the globally addres- 
sable unstructured storage system. 

36. The method of claim 35 further comprising: 
allocating contiguous portions of the globally addressable 

unstructured storage system, each represented by a 
respective identifier, to provide reduced bookkeeping 
information for the files. 

37. The method of claim 35 further comprising: 
reserving contiguous segments of a storage device for 

storing data associated with the contiguous portions of 
the globally addressable unstructured storage system 
for optimizing access to physical storage for the files. 
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1 
SHARED MEMORY COMPUTER 

NETWORKS 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 
The invention relates to computer systems, and more 

particularly, to computer networking systems and methods 
that provide shared memory systems and services. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
The conventional computer network includes a number of 

client computers connected together and further connected 
to a server computer that stores the data and the programs 
that client computers employ during network operation. This 
configuration is generally referred to as a client-server 
network. Typically, each client is a conventional computer 
system that includes a private main memory, typically a 
RAM memory, and a persistent storage, typically a hard 
disk. The server is usually an expensive high end machine 
that includes a high speed processor unit and a large 
memory, often having ten to one hundred times more storage 
than the individual client computers. The clients and server 
cooperate to share data and services among the different 
users, and to thereby make the individual computers appear 
as a unified distributed system. 

To this end, the server acts as a central controller that 
provides through its large memory a central repository of 
network data, and that distributes services to the individual 
client computers, generally on an as-available basis. 
Typically, these services are provided by means of special- 
ized software running on a high speed processor. 

Although computer networks based on this client-server 
model have generally been successful at providing users 
with necessary computer services, as the user demands on 
computer systems have increased, the weaknesses in the 
client-server network are beginning to place limits on the 
services that can be provided. 

An additional problem with the client-server network is 
that it provides a static operating environment that is set for 
optimal performance at a certain level of network activity. 
Consequently, the client-server network fails to exploit 
available resources to improve system performance. In 
particular, as the system activity rises above or drops below 
the expected level of network activity, the static operating 
environment lacks any ability to reconfigure dynamically the 
allocation of network resources to one providing better 
performance for the present level of activity. 

Moreover, the client-server computer network requires 
that computer programs written to operate on the client- 
server network distribute themselves between clients and the 
server. This requires that the application programs imple- 
ment a set of functions that divide the program between the 
clients and the server. This distribution of the application 
programs requires that the client-server application pro- 
grams be quite complex. For example, a client-server com- 
puter program that shares data between different machines 
must include functionality that allows for the distribution of 
multiple copies of data files, the maintenance of coherency 
for the distributed copies, and other such low-level manage- 
ment services. 

Further troubling is that the client-server network stores 
all important applications and data files in the memory of the 
server system. Consequently, the client-server network is 
subject to complete system failure each time the server 
system crashes. 

For the above reasons, among others, the present client- 
server computer architecture fails to provide an adequate 
response to the increased demands of today's computer 
users. 

2 
Accordingly, it is an object of the invention to provide 

improved computer systems. 
A further object of the invention is to provide computer 

network systems that have adaptable system configurations 
for dynamically exploiting distributed resources and thereby 
increasing network productivity. 

It is a further object of the invention to provide computer 
network systems that eliminate the need for application 
programs to provide low-level memory management ser- 
vices across two or more distributed nodes. 

It is still a further object of the invention to provide 
computer network systems that have improved fault toler- 
ance and that are more readily scaleable for adding addi- 
tional workstations as well as for the interconnection of two 
or more networks. 

Further objects of the present invention shall be seen from 
the following description of certain illustrated embodiments. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The invention provides systems that can create and man- 
age a virtual memory space that can be shared by each 
computer on a network and can span the storage space of 
each memory device connected to the network. Accordingly, 
all data stored on the network can be stored within the virtual 
memory space and the actual physical location of the data 
can be in any of the memory devices connected to the 
network. 

More specifically, the system can create or receive, a 
global address signal that represents a portion, for example 
4K bytes, of the virtual memory space. The global address 
signal can be decoupled from, i.e. unrelated to, the physical 
and virtual address spaces of the underlying computer 
hardware, to provide support for a memory space large 
enough to span each volatile and persistent memory device 
connected to the system. For example, systems of the 
invention can operate on 32-bit computers;, but can employ 
global address signals that can be 128 bits wide. 
Accordingly, the virtual memory space spans 2''' bytes, 
which is much larger than the Z3' address space supported 
by the underlying computer hardware. Such an address 
space can be large enough to provide a separate address for 
every byte of data storage on the network, including all 
RAM, disk and tape storage. 

For such a large virual memory space, typically only a 
small portion is storing data at any time. Accordingly, the 
system includes a directory manager that tracks those por- 
tions of the virtual memory space that are in use. The system 
provides physical memory storage for each portion of the 
virtual memory space in use by mapping each such portion 
to a physical memory device, such as a RAM memory or a 
hard-drive. Optionally, the mapping includes a level of 
indirection that facilitates data migration, fault-tolerant 
operation, and load balancing. 

By allowing each computer to monitor and track which 
portions of the virtual memory space are in use, each 
computer can share the memory space. This allows the 
networked computers to appear to have a single memory, 
and therefore can allow application programs running on 
different computers to communicate using techniques cur- 
rently employed to communicate between applications run- 
ning on the same machine. 

In one aspect, the invention can be understood to include 
computer systems having a shared addressable memory 
space. The systems can comprise a data network that carries 
data signals representative of computer readable information 



3 
a persistent memory device that couples to the data network 
and that provides persistent data storage, and plural com- 
puters that each have an interface that couples to the data 
network, for accessing the data network to exchange data 
signals therewith. Moreover, each of the computers can 
include a shared memory subsystem for mapping a portion 
of the addressable memory space to a portion of the persis- 
tent storage to provide addressable persistent storage for 
data signals. 

In a system that distributes the storage across the memory 
devices of the network, the persistent memory device will be 
understood to include a plurality of local persistent memory 
devices that each couple to a respective one of the plural 
computers. To this same end, the system can also include a 
distributor for mapping portions of the addressable memory 
space across the plurality of local persistent memory devices 
and a disk directory manager for tracking the mapped 
portions of said addressable memory space to provide infor- 
mation representative of the local persistent memory device 
that stores that portion of said addressable memory space 
mapped thereon. 

The systems can also include a cache system for operating 
one of the local persistent memory devices as a cache 
memory for cache storing data signals associated with 
recently accessed portions of the addressable memory space. 
Further the system can include a migration controller for 
selectively moving portions of the addressable memory 
space between the local persistent memory devices of the 
plural computers. The migration controller can determine 
and respond to data access patterns, resource demands or 
any other criteria or heuristic suitable for practice with the 
invention. Accordingly, the migration controller can balance 
the loads on the network, and move data to nodes from 
which it is commonly accessed. The cache controller can be 
a software program running on a host computer to provide 
a software managed RAM and disk cache. The RAM can be 
any volatile memory including SRAM, DRAM or any other 
volatile memory. The disk can be any persistent memory 
including any disk, RAID, tape or other device that provides 
persistent data storage. 

The systems can also include a coherent replication 
controller for generating a copy, or select number of copies, 
of a portion of the addressable memory space maintained in 
the local persistent memory device of a first computer and 
for storing the copy in the local persistent memory device of 
a second computer. The coherent replication controller can 
maintain the coherency of the copies to provide coherent 
data replication. 

The systems can also be understood to provide integrated 
control of data stored in volatile memory and in persistent 
memory. In such systems a volatile memory device has 
volatile storage for data signals, and the shared memory 
subsystem includes an element, typically a software module, 
for mapping a portion of the addressable memory space to 
a portion of the volatile storage. In these systems the volatile 
memory device can be comprised of a plurality of local 
volatile memory devices each coupled to a respective one of 
the plural computers, and the persistent memory device can 
be comprised of a plurality of local persistent memory 
devices each coupled to a respective one of the plural 
computers. 

In these systems, a directory manager can track the 
mapped portions of the addressable memory space, and can 
include two sub-components; a disk directory manager for 
tracking portions of the addressable memory space mapped 
to the local persistent memory devices, and a RAM directory 

4 
manager for tracking portions of the addressable memory 
space mapped to the local volatile memory devices. 
Optionally, a RAM cache system can operate one of the 
local volatile memory devices as a cache memory for cache 

s storing data signals associated with recently accessed por- 
tions of the addressable memory space. 

The systems can include additional elements including a 
paging element for remapping a portion of the addressable 
memory space between one of the local volatile memory 

10 devices and one of the local persistent memory devices; a 
policy controller for determining a resource available signal 
representative of storage available on each of the plural 
computers and, a paging element that remaps the portion of 
addressable memory space from a memory device of a first 

15 computer to a memory device of a second computer, respon- 
sive to the resource available signal; and a migration con- 
troller for moving portions of addressable memory space 
between the local volatile memory devices of the plural 
computers. 

20 Optionally, the systems can include a hierarchy manager 
for organizing the plural computers into a set of hierarchical 
groups wherein each group includes at least one of the plural 
computers. Each the group can include a group memory 
manager for migrating portions of addressable memory 

25 space as a function of the hierarchical groups. 
The system can maintain coherency between copied por- 

tions of the memory space by including a coherent replica- 
tion controller for generating a coherent copy of a portion of 

30 addressable memory space. 
The system can generate or receive global address signals. 

Accordingly the systems can include an address generator 
for generating a global address signal representative of a 
portion of addressable memory space. The address generator 

35 can include a spanning unit for generating global address 
signals as a function of a storage capacity associated with the 
persistent memory devices, to provide global address signals 
capable of logically addressing the storage capacity of the 
persistent memory devices. 

40 In distributed systems, the directory manager can be a 
distributed directory manager for storing within the distrib- 
uted memory space, a directory signal representative of a 
storage location of a portion of the addressable memory 
space. The distributed directory manager can include a 

45 directory page generator for allocating a portion of the 
addressable memory space and for storing therein an entry 
signal representative of a portion of the directory signal. The 
directory page generator optionally includes a range gen- 
erator for generating a range signal representative of a 

so portion of the addressable memory space, and for generating 
the entry signal responsive i:o the range signal, to provide an 
entry signal representative of a portion of the directory 
signal that corresponds to the portion of the addressable 
memory space. Moreover, the distributed directory manager 

55 can include a linking system for linking the directory pages 
to form a hierarchical data structure of the linked directory 
pages as well as a range linking system for linking the 
directory pages, as a function of the range signal, to form a 
hierarchical data structure of linked directory pages. 

60 As the data stored by the system can be homeless, in that 
the data has no fixed physical home, but can migrate, as 
resources and other factors dictate, between the memory 
devices of the network, a computer system according to the 
invention can include a directory page generator that has a 

65 node selector for generating a responsible node signal rep- 
resentative of a select one of the plural computers having 
location information for a portion of the shared address 
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space. This provides a level of indirection that decouples the 12a-12c to access the virtual shared memory 22, the com- 
directory from the physical storage location of the data. puter network 10 enables network nodes 12a-12c to com- 
Accordingly, the directory needs only to identify the node, municate and share functionality using the same techniques 
or other device, that tracks the physical location of the data. employed by applications when communicating between 
This way, each time data migrates between physical storage s applications running on the same machine. These techniques 
locations, the directory does not have to be updated, since Can employ object l iking and embedding, dynamic link 
the node tracking the location of the data has not changed libraries, class registering, and other such techniques. 

and still provides the physical location information. Accordingly, the nodes 12 can employ the virtual shared 
memory 22 to exchange data and objects between applica- 

the system can page generators that tion programs running on the different nodes 12 of the 
generate directory pages that carry information representa- 10 network 10, 
tive of a location monitor, such as a responsible computer In the embodiment depicted in FIG, 1, each node 12 can 
node, that tracks a data location, provide a be a conventional computer system such as a (commercially 
directory structure for tracking homeless data. Moreover, the available IBM PC compatible computer system, ~h~ pro- 
directory itself can be stored as Pages within the virtual cessor 14 can be any processor unit suitable for performing 
memory space. Therefore, the data storage location can store the data processing for that computer system. The operating 
information representative of a directory page, to store the system 16 can be any commercially available or proprietary 
directory structure as pages of homeless data. operating system that includes, or can access, functions for 

In another aspect, the invention can be understood as accessing the local memory of the computer system and 
methods for providing a computer system having a shared networking. 

addressable memory space. The method can include the 20 The private memory device 18 can be any computer 
steps of providing a network for carrying data signals memory device suitable for storing data signals representa- 
representative of computer readable information, providing tive The private 
a hard-disk, coupled to the network, and having persistent provides the node with local that can be kept 
storage for data signals, providing plural computers, each the On the the 
having an interface, coupled to the data network, for 25 private memory device 18 includes a RAM, or a portion of 

a RAM memory, for temporarily storing data and application 
exchanging data signals between the plural computers, and programs and for providing the processor 14 with memory 
assigning a portion of the memory 'pace to a storage for executing programs, The private memory device 
portion of the persistent of the hard disk to provide 18 can also include persistent memory storage, typically a 
addressable persistent storage for data signals. ., hard disk unit or a vortion of a hard disk unit, for the 

2" 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE ILLUSTRATED persistent storage of data. 

EMBODIMENTS The shared memory subsystem 20 depicted in FIG. 1 is an 
embodiment of the invention that couales between the 

FIG. 1 illustrates a distributed shared memory computer operating system 16 and the virtual shared memory 22 and 
network according to the invention; 35 forms an interface between the operating system 16 and the 

FIG, 2 is a functional block diagram that illustrates in shared memory to the 'perating 'ystem l6 to 
more detail one distributed shared memory computer net- the shared 22. The shared 
work of the type shown in FIG. 1; memory subsystem 20 is a software module that operates as 

a stand-alone distributed shared memory engine. The 
FIG. 3 illustrates in more detail a shared memory sub- depicted system is illustrative and other systems of the 

system suitable for practice with the network illustrated in 40 invention can be realized as shared memory subsystems that 
FIG. 2; can be embedded into an application program, or be imple- 

FIG. 4 is a functional block diagram of one shared mented as an embedded code of a hardware device. Other 
memory subsystem according to the invention; such applications can be practiced without departing from 

FIG. 5 illustrates a directory page that can be provided by the of the invention. 

a shared memory subsystem of the type depicted in FIG, 4; 45 The shared memory 22 a 
virtual shared memory that is accessible by each of the nodes 

FIG. 6 illustrates a directory that can be distributed within 12a-12c via the shared memory subsystem 20, The virtual 
a shared and formed pages the type shared memory 22 can map to devices that provide physical 
illustrated in FIG. 5; and storage for computer readable data, depicted in FIG. 1 as a 

FIG. 7 illustrates in functional block diagram form a SO plurality of pages 24a-24d. In one embodiment, the pages 
system of the invention that employs a directory according form portions of the shared memory space and divide the 
to FIG. 6 for tracking portions of a distributed shared address space of the shared memory into page addressable 
memory. memory spaces. For example the address space can be paged 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE into 4K byte sections. In other embodiments alternative 

ILLUSTRATED EMBODIMENTS ss granularity can be employed to manager the shared memory 
space. Each node 12a-12c through the shared memory 

FIG. 1 illustrates a computer network 10 that provides a subsystem 20 can access each page 24a-24d slored in the 
shared memory that spans the memory space of each node virtual shared memory 22. Each page 24a-24d represents a 
of the depicted computer network 10. unique entry of computer data stored within the virtual 

Specifically, FIG. 1 illustrates a computer network 10 that 60 shared memory 22. Each page 24a-24d is accessible to each 
includes a plurality of nodes 12a-12c, each having a CPU one of the nodes 12a-12c, and alternatively, each node can 
14, an operating system 16, an optional private memory store additional pages of data within the virtual shared 
device 18, and a shared memory subsystem 20. As further memory 22. Each newly stored page of data can be acces- 
depicted in by FIG. 1, each node 12a-12c connects via the sible to each of the other nodes 12a-12c. Accordingly, the 
shared memory subsystem 20 to a virtual shared memory 22. 65 virtual shared memory 22 provides a system for sharing and 
As will be explained in greater detail hereinafter, by pro- communicating data between each node 12 of the computer 
viding the shared memory subsystem 20 that allows the node network 10. 
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FIG. 2 illustrates in functional block diagram form a puters of the same group, and passes to other groups in 
computer network 30 that has a distributed shared memory. hierarchical order. Resource distribution is similarly man- 
In this embodiment, each node 12a-12c has a memory aged. 
subsystem 32 that connects between the operating system 16 FIG. 3 illustrates in more detail one shared memory 
and the two local memory devices, the RAM 34 and the disk 5 subsystem 40 according to the invention. FIG. 3 depicts a 
36, and that further couples to a network 38 that couples to shared memory subsystem 40, that includes an interface 42, 
each of the depicted nodesl2a,l2b and 12c and to a network a DSM directory manager 44, a memory controller 46, a 
memory device 26. local disk cache controller 48, and a local RAM cache 

More particularly, FI G. 2 illustrates a distributed shared controller 50. FIG. 3 further depicts the network 54, an 
memory network 30 that includes a plurality of nodes 10 optional consumer of the DSM system, depicted as the 
12a,12b and 12c, each including a processing unit 14, an service 58, the operating system 16, a disk driver 60, a disk 
operating system 16, a memory subsystem 32, a RAM 34, element 62 and a RAM element 64. 
and a disk 36. FIG. 2 further depicts a computer network The shared memory subsystem 40 depicted in FIG. 3 can 
system 38 that connects between the nodes 1 k 1 2 b  and 12c encapsulate the memory management operations of the 
and the network memory device 26. The network 38 pro- network node 12 to provide a virtual shared memory that can 
vides a network communication system across these ele- span across each node that connects into the network 54. 
ments. Accordingly, each local node 12 views the network as a set 

The illustrated memory subsystems 32a-32c that connect of nodes that are each connected to a large shared computer 
between the operating system 16a-16c, the memory ele- memory. 
ments 34a-3% %a-36~, and the network 38, encapsulate 'O The depicted interface 42 provides an entry point for the 
the local memories of each of the nodes to provide an local node to access the shared memory space of the 
abstraction of a shared virtual memory system that spans computer network. The interface 42 can couple directly to 
across each of the nodes 12a, 12b and 12c on the network the operating system 16, to a distributed service utility such 
38. The memory subsystems 32a-32c can be software as the depicted DSM file system 58, to a distributed user- 
modules that act as distributors to map portions of the '' level service utility, or alternatively to any combination 
addressable memory space across the depicted memory thereof. 
devices. The memory subsystems further track the data ~ h ,  depicted interface 42 an API that is a 

in the local each l2 and further memory oriented API. Thus, the illustrated interface 42 can 
operate network connections with network 38 for transfer- 30 export a set of interfaces that provide low-level control of 
ring data between the 12a-12c. In this way, the the distributed memory. As illustrated in FIG. 3, the interface 

32a-32c access and each 42 exports the API to the operating system 16 or to the 
memory On the 38 perform memory optional DSM service 58. The operating system 16 or the 
access operations that are to the sYs- service employs the interface 42 to request standard memory 
tern 16.Accordingl~, the operating system 16 interfaces with 35 management techniques, such as reading and writing from 
the 32 as an interface a global portions of the memory space. These portions of the memory 
memory space that each node 12a-12~ On the space can be the pages as described above which can be 4K 
38. byte portions of the shared memory space, or other units of 

FIG. 2 further depicts; that the system 30 provides a memory, such as objects or segments. Each page can be 
distributed shared memory that includes persistent storage 40 located within the shared memory space which is designated 
for portions of the distributed memory. In particular, the by a global address signal for that page of memory. The 
depicted embodiment includes a memory subsystem, such as system can receive address signals from an application 
subsystem 32a, that interfaces to a persistent memory program or, optionally, can include a global address genera- 
device, depicted as the disk 36a. The subsystem 32a can tor that generates the address signals. The address generator 
operate the persistent memory device to provide persistent 45 can include a spanning module that generates address sig- 
storage for portions of the distributed shared memory space. nals for a memory space that spans the storage capacity of 
As illustrated, each persistent memory device 36 depicted in the network. 
FIG. 2 has a portion of the addressable memory space Accordingly, in one embodiment, the interface 42 
mapped onto it. For example, device 36a has the portions of receives requests to manipulate pages of the shared memory 
the addressable memory CO, C,, Cg,  Onto it, 50 space. To this end, the interface 42 can comprise a software 
and provides persistent storage For data signals stored in module that includes a library of functions that can be called 
those ranges of addresses. by services, the OS 16, or other caller, or device. The 

Accordingly, the subsystem 32a can provide integrated function calls provide the OS 16 with an API of high level 
control of persistent storage devices and electronic memory memory oriented services, such as read data, write data, and 
to allow the distributed shared memory space to span across 55 allocate memory. The implementation of the functions can 
both types of storage devices, and to allow portions of the include a set of calls to controls that operate the directory 
distributed shared memory to move between persistent and manager 44, and the local memory controller 46. 
electronic memory depending on predetermined conditions, Accordingly, the interface 42 can be a set of high level 
such as recent usage. memory function calls to interface to the low-level func- 

In one optional embodiment, the nodes of the network are 60 tional elements of shared memory subsystem 40. 
organized into a hierarchy of groups. In this embodiment, FIG. 3 further depicts a DSM directory manager 44 that 
the memory subsystems 32a-32c can include a hierarchy couples to the interface 42. The interface 42 passes request 
manager that provides hierarchical control for the distribu- signals that represent requests to implement memory opera- 
tion of data. This includes controlling the migration tions such as allocating a portion of memory, locking a 
controller, and policy controller, which are discussed in 65 portion of memory, mapping a portion of memory, or some 
detail below, to perform hierarchical data migration and load other such memory function. The directory manager 44 
balancing, such that data migrates primarily between com- manages a directory that can include mappings than can 
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span across each memory device connected to the network 
38 depicted in FIG. 2, including each R A M  and disk element 
accessible by the network. The directory manager 44 stores 
a global directory structure that provides a map of the global 
address space. In one embodiment as will be explained in 
greater detail hereinafter, the directory manager 44 provides 
a global directory that maps between global address signals 
and responsible nodes on the network. A responsible node 
stores information regarding the location and attributes of 
data associated with a respective global address, and option- 
ally stores a copy of that page's data. Consequently, the 
directory manager 44 tracks information for accessing any 
address location within the virtual address space. 

The control of the distributed shared memory can be 
coordinated by the directory manager 44 and the memory 
controller 46. The directory manager 44 maintains a direc- 
tory structure that can operate on a global address received 
from the interface 42 and identify, for that address, a node 
on the network that is responsible for maintaining the page 
associated with that address of the shared memory space. 
Once the directory manager 44 identifies which node is 
responsible for maintaining a particular address, the direc- 
tory manager 44 can identify a node that stores information 
for locating a copy of the page, and make the call to the 
memory controller 46 of that node and pass to that node's 
memory controller the memory request provided by the 
memory interface 42. Accordingly, the depicted directory 
manager 44 is responsible for managing a directory structure 
that identifies for each page of the shared memory space a 
responsible node that tracks the physical location of the data 
stored in the respective page. Thus, the directory, rather than 
directly providing the location of the page, can optionally 
identify a responsible node, or other device, that tracks the 
location of the page. This indirection facilitates maintenance 
of the directory as pages migrate between nodes. 

The memory controller 46 performs the low level memory 
access functions that physically store data within the 
memory elements connected to the network. In the depicted 
embodiment, the directory manager 44 of a first node can 
pass a memory access request through the interface 42, to 
the network module of the OS 16, and across the network 54 
to a second node that the directory manager 44 identifies as 
the responsible node for the given address. The directory 
manager 44 can then query the responsible node to deter- 
mine the attributes and the current owner node of the 
memory page that is associated with the respective global 
address. The owner of the respective page is the network 
node that has control over the memory storage element on 
which the data of the associated page is stored. The memory 
controller 46 of the owner can access, through the OS 16 of 
that node or through any interface, the memory of the owner 
node to access the data of the page that is physically stored 
on that owner node. 

In particular, as depicted in FIG. 3, the directory manager 
44 couples to the network module 52 which couples to the 
network 54. The directory manager can transmit to the 
network module 52 a command and associated data that 
directs the network interface 52 to pass a data signal to the 
owner node. The owner node receives the memory request 
across network 54 and through network module 52 that 
passes the memory request to the interface 42 of that owner 
node. The interface 42 couples to the memory controller 46 
and can pass the memory request to the local memory 
controller of that owner node for operating the local storage 
elements, such as the disk or R A M  elements, to perform the 
requested memory operation. 

Once the owner node has performed the requested 
memory operation, such as reading a page of data, the 

memory subsystem 40 of the owner node can then transfer 
the page of data, or a copy of the page of data, via the 
network 54 to the node that originally requested access to 
that portion of the shared memory. The page of data is 

5 transferred via the network 54 to the network module 52 of 
the requesting node and the shared memory subsystem 40 
operates the memory controller 46 to store in the local 
memory of the requesting node a copy of the accessed data. 

Accordingly, in one embodiment of the invention, when a 
lo first node accesses a page of the shared memory space which 

is not stored locally on that node, the directory manager 4 
identifies a node that has a copy of the data stored in that 
page and moves a copy of that data into the local memory 
of the requesting node. The local memory storage, both 
volatile and persistent, of the requesting node therefore 
becomes a cache for pages that have been requested by that 
local node. This embodiment is depicted FIG. 3 which 
depicts a memory controller that has a local disk cache 
controller 48 and a local R A M  cache controller 50. Both of 

20 these local cache controllers can provide to the operating 
system 16, or other consumer pages of the shared memory 
space that are cache stored in the local memory of the node, 
including local persistent memory and local volatile 
memory. 

25 The shared memory subsystem can include a coherent 
replication controller that maintains coherency between 
cached pages by employing a coherence through invalida- 
tion process, a coherence through migration process or other 
coherence process suitable for practice with the present 

30 invention. The coherent replication controller can automati- 
cally generate a copy of the data stored in each page and can 
store the copy in a memory device that is separate from the 
memory device or the original copy. This provides for fault 
tolerant operation, as the failure of any one memory device 

35 will not result in the loss of data. The coherent replication 
controller can be a software model that monitors all copies 
of pages kept in volatile memory and made available for 
writing. The controller can employ any of the coherency 
techniques named above, and can store tables of location 

40 information that identifies the location information for all 
generated copies. 

FIG. 4 illustrates in greater detail one embodiment of a 
shared memory subsystem according to the invention. The 
shared memory subsystem 70 depicted in FIG. 4 includes a 

45 remote operations element 74, a local R A M  cache 76, a 
R A M  copyset 78, a global R A M  directory 80, a disk copyset 
82, a global disk directory 84, a configuration manager 88, 
a policy element 90, and a local disk cache 94. FIG. 4 further 
depicts a network element 104, a physical memory 100, 

so shared data element 102, a physical file system 98, which is 
part of the operating system 16, a configuration service 108, 
a diagnostic service 110, and a memory access request 112. 
The depicted subsystem 70 can be a computer program that 
couples to the physical memory, file system, and network 

5s system of the host node, or can be electrical circuit card 
assemblies that interface to the host node, or can be a 
combination of programs and circuit card assemblies. 

The flow scheduler 72 depicted in FIG. 4 can orchestrate 
the controls provided by an API of the subsystem 70. In one 

60 embodiment, the flow scheduler 72 can be a state machine 
that monitors and responds to the requests 112 and remote 
requests through network 104 which can be instructions for 
memory operations and which can include signals represen- 
tative of the global addresses being operated on. These 

65 memory operation requests 112 can act as op-codes for 
primitive operations on one or more global addresses. They 
can be read and write requests, or other memory operations. 
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Alternatively, the flow scheduler 72 can be a program, such FIG. 4 also depicts a policy element 90 that can be a 
as an interpreter, that provides an execution environment software module that acts as a controller to determine the 
and can map these op-codes into control flow programs availability of resources, such as printer capabilities, hard- 
called a ~ ~ l e t s .  The applets can be independent executable disk space, available RAM and other such resources. The 
Programs that employ both environment services, such as s policy controller can employ any of the suitable heuristics to 
threading, synchronization, and buffer management, and the direct the elements, such as the paging controller, disk 
elements depicted in FIG. 4. The is capable of being directory manager, and other elements to dynamically dis- 
called from both external clients, like a distributed shared tribute the available resources, 
memory file system, as well as recursively by the applets and 
the other elements 74-94 of the subsystem 70. Each element further depicts a memory subsystem 70 that 

can provide a level of encapsulation to the management of a RAM "pyset 78 and a disk "pyset 82. These 

a particular resource or aspect of the system. To this end, can manage "pies Of pages that are cached at a 

each element can export anAPI consisting of functions to be single node. The disk copyset 82 can maintain information 

employed by the applets, This structure is illustrated in FIG, On "pies Of pages that are stored in the local disk cache, 

4, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ d i ~ ~ l ~ ,  the flow scheduler 72 can provide an envi- which can be the local persistent memory. Similarly the 

ronment to load and execute applets, The applets are dis- RAM copyset 78 can maintain information On "pies Of 

patched by the flow scheduler 72 on a per op-code basis and pages that are stored in the local RAM cache which can be 

can perform the control flow for sequential or parallel the local RAM. These copysets indexing and 

execution of an element to implement the op-code on the Storage Of copyset data that can be a ~ ~ l e t s  Or 

specified global address, such as a read or write operation, Other executing code for purposes Of maintaining the coher- 
optionally, the flow scheduler 72 can include an element to 20 ency of data stored in the shared memory space. The CoPYset 
change dynamically the applet at run tirne as well as execute can maintain copyset data that identifies the pages 
applets in parallel and in interpreted mode. cached by the host node. Further, the copyset can identify 

the other nodes on the network that maintain a copy of that 
The depicted shared memory subsystem 70 includes a page, and can further identify for each page which of these 

bifurcated directory manager that includes the global RAM 
25 nodes is the owner node, wherein the owner node can be a 

and the global disk 84' The global node which has write privileges to the page being accessed, 
RAM directory 80 is a directory manager that tracks infor- 

The copysets themselves can be stored in pages of the 
mation that can provide the location of pages that are stored 

distributed shared memory space. in the volatile memory, typically RAM, of the network 
nodes. The global disk directory 84 is a global disk directory The local RAM cache 76 provides storage for memory 
manager that manages a directory structure that tracks 'O pages and their attributes. In one embodiment, the local 

information that can provide the location of pages that are RAM cache 76 provides a global address index for accessing 

stored on persistent memory devices. Together, the global the cached pages Of the distributed memory and the 

RAM directory 80 and the global disk directory 84 provide attributes based on that page. In this embodiment, the local 

the shared memory subsystem 70 with integrated directory 35 ram cache 76 provides the index storing in memory a list 

management for pages that are stored in persistent storage Of each global address cached in the local RAM. With each 

and volatile memory. listed global address, the index provides a pointer into a 

In one embodiment a paging element can operate the buffer memory and to the location Of the page data. 

RAM and disk directory managers to remap portions of the Optionally, with each listed global address, the index can 
addressable memory space between one of the volatile 40 further provide attribute information including a version tag 

memories and one of the persistent memories, In the shared Of the version Of the data, a bit repre- 

memory system, this allows the paging element to remap sentative Of whether the RAM cached data is a copy Of the 

pages from the volatile memory of one node to a disk data held on disk, or whether the RAM cached data has been 

memory of another node, Accordingly, the RAM directory modified but not yet flushed to disk, a volatile bit to indicate 

manager passes control of that page to the disk directory 45 if the page is backed backing store in persistent memory, 

manager which can then treat the page as any other page of and other such attribute information useful for managing the 

data. This allows for improved load balancing, by removing Coherency Of the stored data. 

data from RAM memory, and storing it in the disk devices, In the embodiment depicted in FIG. 4, the memory 
under the control of the disk directory manager. subsystem 70 provides the node access to the distributed 

The local memory controller of the subsystem 70 is so memory space the coordinated Operation Of the 

provided by the local RAM cache 76 and the local disk manager that includes the global RAM directory 80 and the 

cache 94, ~h~ local RAM cache 76 which couples to the global disk directory 84, the cache controller that includes 

physical memory 100 of the local node can access, as the local RAM cache and the local disk cache elements 76 

described above, the virtual memory space of the local node and 943 and the copyset which the RAM 

to access data that is physically stored within the RAM 5s 78 and the disk "pyset 82. 
memory 100. Similarly, the local disk cache 94 couples to The directory manager provides a directory structure that 
the persistent storage device 98 and can access a physical indexes the shared address space. Continuing with the 
location that maintains in the local persistent storage data of example of a paged shared address space, the directory 
the distributed shared memory. manager of the subsystem 70 allows the host node to access, 

FIG. 4 also depicts t remote operations element 74 that 60 by global addresses, Pages of the shared memory space. 
couples between the network 104 and the flow scheduler 72. FIGS. 5 and 6 illustrate one example of a directory 
The remote operations element 74 negotiates the transfer of structure that provides access to the shared memory space. 
data across the network 104 for moving portions of the data FIG. 5 depicts a directory page 120 that includes a page 
stored in the shared memory space between the nodes of the header 122, directory entries 124 and 126, wherein each 
network. The remote operations element 74 can also request 65 directory entry includes a range field 130, a responsible node 
services from remote peers, i.e. invalidate to help maintain field 132, and an address field 134. The directory pages can 
coherency or for other reasons. be generated by a directory page generator that can be a 
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software module controlled by the directory manager. It will 
be understood that the directory manager can generate 
multiple directories, including one for the Global disk and 
one for the Global R A M  directories. The depicted directory 
page 120 can be a page of the global address space, such as 
a 4K byte portion of the shared address space. Therefore, the 
directory page can be stored in the distributed shared 
memory space just as the other pages to which the directory 
pages provide access. 

As further depicted in FIG. 5, each directory page 120 
includes a page header 122 that includes attribute informa- 
tion for that page header, which is typically metadata for the 
directory page, and further includes directory entries such as 
the depicted directory entries, 124 and 126, which provide 
an index into a portion of the shared address space wherein 
that portion can be one or more pages, including all the 
pages of the distributed shared memory space. The depicted 
directory page 120 includes directory entries that index a 
selected range of global addresses of the shared memory 
space. To this end, the directory generator can include a 
range generator so that each directory entry can include a 
range field 130 that describes the start o f a range of 
addresses that that entry locates. 

Accordingly, each directory page 120 can include a plu- 
rality of directory entries, such as entries 124 and 126, that 
can subdivide the address space into a subset of address 
ranges. For example, the depicted directory page 120 
includes two directory entries 124 and 126. The directory 
entries 124 and 126 can, for example, subdivide the address 
space into two sub-portions. In this example, the start 
address range of the directory entry 124 could be the base 
address of the address space, and the start address range of 
the directory entry 126 could be the address for the upper 
half of the memory space. Accordingly, the directory entry 
124 provides an index for pages stored in the address space 
between the base address and up to the mid-point of the 
memory space and, in complement thereto, the directory 
entry 126 provides an index to pages stored in the address 
space that ranges from the mid-point of the address space to 
the highest address. 

FIG. 5 further depicts a directory page 120 that includes, 
in each directory entry, a responsible node field 132 and the 
child page global address field 134. These fields 132, 134 
provide further location information for the data stored in 
pages within the address range identified in field 130. 

FIG. 6 depicts a directory 140 formed from directory 
pages similar to those depicted in FIG. 5. FIG. 6 depicts that 
the directory 140 includes directory pages 142, 150-154, 
and 160-166. FIG. 6 further depicts that the directory 140 
provides location information to the pages of the distributed 
shared memory space depicted in FIG. 6 as pages 170-184. 

The directory page 142 depicted in FIG. 6 acts like a root 
directory page and can be located at a static address that is 
known to each node coupled to the distributed address space. 
The root directory page 142 includes three directory entries 
144, 146, and 148. Each directory entry depicted in FIG. 6 
has directory entries similar to those depicted in FIG. 5. For 
example, directory entry 144 includes a variable Co which- 
represents the address range field 130, a variable Nj repre- 
sentative of the field 132, and a variable Cs representative of 
the field 134. The depicted root directory page 142 subdi- 
vides the address space into three ranges illustrated as an 
address range that extends between the address Co and Cd, 
a second address range that extends between the address Cd 
and Cg, and a third address range that extends between Cg 
and the highest memory location of the address space. 

14 
As further depicted in FIG. 6, each directory entry 144, 

146, and 148 points to a subordinate directory page, depicted 
as directory pages 150, 152, and 154, each of which further 
subdivides the address range index by the associated direc- 
tory entry of the root d rectory 142. In FIG. 6, this subdi- 
vision process continues as each of the directory pages 150, 
152, and 154 each again have directory entries that locate 
subordinate directory pages including the depicted examples 
of directory pages 160, 162, 164, and 166. 

The depicted example of directory pages 160, 162, 164, 
and 166 are each leaf entries. The leaf entries contain 
directory entries such as the directory entries 156 and 158 of 
the leaf entry 160, that store a range field 130 and the 
responsible node field 132. These leaf entries identify an 
address and a responsible node for the page in the distributed 
memory space that is being accessed, such as the depicted 
pages 170-184. For example, as depicted in FIG. 6, the leaf 
entry 156 points to the page 170 that corresponds to the 
range field 130 of the leaf entry 156, which for a leaf entry 
is the page being accessed. In this way, the directory 
structure 140 provides location information for pages stored 
in the distributed address space. 

In the depicted embodiment of FIG. 6, a node selector can 
select a responsible node for each page, as described above, 
so that the leaf entry 156 provides information of the address 
and responsible node of the page being located. Accordingly, 
this directory tracks ownership and responsibility for data, to 
provide a level of indirection between the directory and the 
physical location of the data. During a memory access 
operation, the memory subsystem 70 passes to the respon- 
sible node indicated in the leaf entry 156 the address of the 
page being accessed. The shared memory subsystem of that 
node can identify a node that stores a copy of the page being 
accessed, including the owner node. This identification of a 
node having a copy can be performed by the R A M  copyset 
or disk copyset of the responsible node. The node having a 
copy stored in its local physical memory, such as the owner 
node, can employ its local cache elements, including the 
local R A M  cache and local disk cache to the identify from 
the global address signal a physical location of the data 
stored in the page being accessed. The cache element can 
employ the operating system of the owner node to access the 
memory device that maintains that physical location in order 
that the data stored in the page can be accessed. For a 
read-memory operation, or for other similar operations, the 
data read from the physical memory of the owner node can 
be passed via the network to the memory subsystem of the 
node requesting the read and subsequently stored into the 
virtual memory space of the requesting node for use by that 
node. 

With reference again to FIG. 6, it can be seen that the 
depicted directory structure 140 comprises a hierarchical 
structure. To this end, the directory structure 140 provides a 
structure that continually subdivides the memory space into 
smaller and smaller sections. Further, each section is repre- 
sented by directory pages of the same structure, but indexes 
address spaces of different sizes. As pages are created or 
deleted, a linker inserts or deletes the pages from the 
directorv. In one embodiment. the linker is a software 
module for linking data structures. The linker can operate 
responsive to the address ranges to provide the depicted 
hierarchical structure. Accordingly, the depicted directory 
140 provides a scaleable directory for the shared address 
space. Moreover, the directory pages are stored in the 
distributed address space and maintained by the distributed 
shared memory system. Aroot for the directory can be stored 
in known locations to allow for bootstrap of the system. 
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Consequently, commonly used pages are copied and a local volatile memory device coupled to said com- 
distributed, and rarely used pages are shuffled off to disk. puter and having volatile storage for data signals, 
Similarly, directory pages will migrate to those nodes that a local persistent memory device coupled to said com- 
access them most, providing a degree of self-organization puter and having persistent storage for data signals, 
that reduces network traffic. s and 

FIG. 7 depicts the directory of FIG. 6 being employed by a shared memory subsystem for mapping a portion of 
a system according to the invention. In particular FIG. 7 said shared addressable memory space to a portion or 
depicts a system 200 that includes two nodes, 206a and the whole of said persistent storage and said volatile 
206b, a directory structure 140, and a pair of local memories storage to provide thereby addressable persistent and 
having volatile memory devices 64a and 64b,and persistent lo volatile storage for data signals accessible by each of 
memory devices 62a and 62b. Depicted node 206a includes the plural computers, said shared memory subsystem 
an address consumer 208a, a global address 210a, and including 
interface 42a, a directory manager 44a and a memory 

a distributor for mapping portions of said address- controller 46a. Node 206b has corresponding elements. The 
able memory space across said plurality of local 

nodes are connected by the network 54. A directory 140 
IS persistent memory devices, to distribute said 

having a root page, directory pages A-F and pages 1-5 is addressable memory space across said plurality of 
further depicted. 

local persistent memory devices, and 
Each node 206a and 206b operates as discussed above. a disk directory manager for tracking said mapped 

The depicted address consumers 208a and 208b can be an portions of said addressable memory space to 
application program, file system, hardware device or any 20 provide information representative of which of 
other such element that requests access to the virtual said local persistent memory devices has which of 
memory. In operation, the address consumers 208a and 208b said portions of said addressable memory space 
request an address, or range of addresses, and the directory mapped thereon. 
manager can a global address generator that pro- 2 ,  A computer system according to claim 1 further corn- 
vides the consumer with the requested address, or a pointer 2s prising 
to the requested address. As addresses get generated, the 

a cache system for operating one of said local persistent respective directory managers 44a and 44b generate direc- 
memory devices as a cache memory for cache storing tory pages and store the pages in the directory structure 140. 

As depicted, the directory structure 140 tracks the portions data signals associated with recently accessed portions 

of the address space being employed by the system 200, and 30 
of said addressable memory space. 

physical storage for each page is provided within the local 3' A 'Omputer system according to 'laim further 'Om- 
prising memories. 

As shown in FIG, 7, the data associated with the directory a migration controller for selectively moving portions of 

pages are distributively stored across the two local memories said addressable memory space between said local 

and duplicate copies can exist. As described above and now 3s 
persistent memory devices of said plurality of comput- 

illustrated in FIG. 7, the data can move between different ers. 

local memories and also move, or page, between volatile and 4 .  A 'Omputer 'ystem according to 'laim further 'Om- 

persistent storage. The data movement can be responsive to prising 

data requests made by memory users like application a replication controller for generating a copy of a portion 

programs, or by operation of the migration controller 40 of said addressable memory space maintained in said 

described above. As also described above, the movement of local persistent memory device of a first one of said 

data between different memory locations can occur without computers and for storing said copy in said local 

requiring changes to the directory 140. This is achieved by persistent memory device of a second one of said 

providing a directory 140 that is decoupled from the physi- computers. 

cal location of the data by employing a pointer to a respon- 5 .  A Computer system according to claim 1 further corn- 

sible node that tracks the data storage location. Accordingly, 4s prising 
although the data storage location can change, the respon- a R A M  directory manager for tracking said mapped 
sible node can remain constant, thereby avoiding any need portions of said addressable memory space to provide 
to change the directory 140. information representative of which of said local vola- 

~t will be understood to those of ordinary skill in the art tile memory devices has which of said portions of said 
that certain modification, additions, and subtractions can be addressable memory space mapped thereon. 
made to the embodiments described above without departing 6 .  A Computer system according to claim 1 further corn- 
from the spirit and scope of the invention. Accordingly, the  rising 
invention described above is not to be limited to the illus- a R A M  cache system for operating one of said local 
trated embodiments and is to be understood by the claims set ss volatile memory devices as a cache memory for cache 
forth below. storing data signals associated with recently accessed 

What is claimed is: portions of said addressable memory space. 
1. A computer system having a shared addressable 7. A computer system according to claim 1 further com- 

memory space, comprising prising 
a data network for carrying data signals representative of 60 a paging element for remapping a portion of said addres- 

computer readable information, and sable memory space between one of said local volatile 
a plurality of computers, each of said plurality of com- memory devices and one of said local persistent 

puters sharing the shared addressable memory space memory devices. 
and including 8 .  A computer system according to claim 7 further com- 
an interface, coupled to said data network, for access- 6s prising 

ing said data network to exchange data signals a policy controller for determining a resource available 
therewith, signal representative of storage available on each of 
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said plural computers and, and wherein said paging a directory page generator for allocating a portion of said 
element remaps said portion of addressable memory addressable memory space and for storing therein an 
space from a memory device of a first computer to a entry signal representative of a portion of said directory 
memory device of a second computer, responsive to signal. 
said resource available signal. 5 17. Acomputer system according to claim 16 wherein said 

9. A computer system according to claim 1 further com- directory page generator includes 
prising 

a range generator for generating a range signal represen- 
a migration controller for moving portions of addressable tative of a portion of said addressable memory, space, 

memory space between said local volatile memory 
lo and for generating said entry signal responsive to said 

devices of said plurality of computers. range signal, to provide an entry signal representative 
10. A computer system according to claim 1 further 

of a portion of said directory signal that corresponds to comprising 
said portion of said addressable memory space. 

a hierarchy manager for organizing said plurality of 18, ~~~~~~t~~ system according to claim 17 wherein said 
computers into a set of hierarchical groups wherein 15 distributed directory manager includes; a linking system for 
each group includes at least one of said plurality 

linking said directory pages to form a hierarchical data 
computers. 

11. A computer system according to claim 10 wherein structure of said linked directory pages. 

each said group includes 19. Acomputer system according to claim 17 wherein said 
distributed directory manager includes a range linking sys- 

a group memory manager for migrating portions of 
20 tem for linking said directory pages, as a function of said 

addressable memory space as a function of said hier- 
archical groups. range signal, to form a hierarchical data structure of linked 

12. A computer system according to claim 1 further directory pages. 

comprising 20. Acomputer system according to claim 16 wherein said 
directory page generator includes a node selector for gen- a coherent replication controller for generating a coherent 25 
erating a responsible node signal representative of a select copy of a portion of addressable memory space. 

13, A computer system according to claim further one of said plural computers having location information for 

comprising a portion of said shared address space. 
21. A computer system according to claim 1 further 

an address generator for generating a global address 
signal representative of a portion of addressable 30 comprising2 
memory space. a page generator for generating a directory page that 

14. A computer system according to claim 13, wherein carries information representative of a location monitor 
said address generator includes a spanning unit for gener- that tracks a data storage location, to provide a direc- 
ating global address signals as a function of a storage tory structure for tracking homeless data. 
capacity associated with said persistent memory devices, to 35 22. Acomputer system according to claim 21 wherein said 
provide global address signals capable of logically address- data storage location stores information representative of a 
ing said storage capacity of said persistent memory devices. directory page, to store said directory structure as pages of 

15. A computer system according to claim 1 further homeless data. 
comprising 23. A computer system according to claim 1 further 

a distributed directory manager for storing within said 40 comprising 
distributed memory space, a directory signal represen- a distributed directory manager for storing a directory 
tative of a storage location of a portion of said addres- signal representative of a portion of said addressable 
sable memory space. memory space. 

16. Acomputer system according to claim 15 wherein said 
distributed directory manager includes * * * * *  
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In response to the Final Office Action mailed h m  the Patent Office on September 29, 
1998, please amend this application as indicated below and consider the remarks that follow. 

Please cancel claims 2,3,4,8,9, ////He IO, 12,13,29,30, and 33, without prejudice. 

Please amend claims 1,5,6,7,11,14,'1~, 17,18,20,23, and 31, and add new claim 34, as . 
z -- follows. 

1. 

comprising 

(Twice Amended) A computer system having a shared addressable memory space, 

a data network for carrying data signals representative of computeireadable information, 

and 
[a persistent memory device, coupled to said data network, and having persistent storage 
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for data signals,] 

a p l d i c o m p u t e r s ,  each sharing the shared addressable 
memory space and including 

an mterfkce, coupled to said data network, for accessing said data network to 
exchange data signals therewith, 

and 

a shared memory subsystem for mapping a portion of said shared addressable 
memory space to a portion -said persistent storage 
provide thereby addressable persistent anddid& ' storage for data signals accessible by each of 
the plural computers- 

to 

----. . .-_.-- _--.".--. . 

$?- (Amended) A computez system according to claim [Z] 1 M e r  comprising 

a cache system for operating one of sdd local persistent memory devices as a cache 

memory for cache storing data signals associated with recently accessed portions of said 
addressable memory space. 

3 
(Amended) A computer system according to claim [2] 1 fuaher comprising 

a migration controller for selectively moving poTtions of said addressable memory space 
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-. . .  

between said local persistent memory devices of said plural~computers .  

$ (Amended)Acomputersystemaccordingtoclaim [2]l'&thercomprising 

a replication controller for generating a copy of a portion of said addressable memory 
space maintained in said local persistent memory device of a first U computm and for 

storing said copy in said local persistent memory device of a second computers. 

L - -----.-- 
/ 

$.r (Amended) A computer system according to claim 1 [lo] M e r  comprising 
a EAM directory manager for tracking said mapped portions of said addressable memory 

. .  

47 
$4 (Amended) A computer system accordhg to claim 1 [9] further comprising 

a RAM cache system for operating one of said local volatile memory devices as a cache 

memory for cache storing data signals associated with recently accessed portions of said 

addressable memory space. 

(Amended) A computer system according to claim 1 [9] further comprising 
a paging element for remapping a porti~~i of said addressable memory space between one 

of said local volatile memory devices and one of said local persistent memory devices. 
. 

(Amended) A computer system according to claim [9] 1 further comprising 
a migration controller for moving portions of addressable memory space between said local 

volatile memory devices of said [plural] -computers. 
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,,# (Amended) A computer system according to claim 191 1 further Comprising 

a hierarchy manager for organizing said pluralit&computers into a set of hierarchical 
groups wherein each group includes at least one of said plurality computers. 

-.. 

P- 9. (Amended) A computer system according to claim [9] 1 fiuther comprising 
a coherent replication controller for generating a coherent copy of a portion of addressable 

memory space. 
L 

/d 
9. (Amended) A computer system according to claim [3] 1 mer comprising 

a distriiuted directory manager for storing within said distributed memory space, a 

directory signal representative of a storage location of a portion of said addressable memory 

space. 

$7 
\ 

p-1 
>. (Amended) A computer system according to claim [29] 1 further comprising, 

a page genetor for generating a directory page that canies information representative of a 

location monitor that tracks a data storage location, to provide a directory structure for tracking 
homeless data. $ 

& -pf A computer system according to claim 1 mer comprising 

said addressable memory space.- 
a distriied directory manager for +Ag a directory si@ representative of a portion of 

. '  
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claims 
Applicants have canceled independent claims 29 and 33, and dependent claims 2,3,4,8,9, 

10,12,13, and 30 without prejudice. Applicants have amended independent claim 1, and 
dependent claims 5,6,7,11,14,15,17,18,20,23, and 3 1. Applicants have added dependent 
claim 34. Independent claim 1, and dependent claims 5-7,11,14-28,31,32, and 34 are now 
pending in this application. 

1998, and Oct. 13,1998, during which the claims and some of the references of record were 
discussed. 

applicants have amended claim 1 to include b e  subject matter of claim 2,3,4,8, and 9. 
Amended claim 1 recites “a local persistent memory device” and “a local volatile memory 
device” associded with each of the computers coupled to the network. Portions of the 

addressable memory spaccSre mapped across these various local volatile and persist& memory 
devices. Applicants submit that none of the relied-upon refmnces teaches or suggests I d  
volatile memory devices (e.g., RAM associatdwith each networked computer) or persistent 
memory devices (e.g., hard disks associated hth each networked computer), having portions of a 
shared addressable memory space mapped the&on. 

Applicants’ representatives thank the Examiner for the telephone conferences on Oct. 6, 

Applicants submit that the claims as amended are in condition for allowztnce. In generai, 
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lobectomy 

lobectomy [MED] Surgical removal of a lobe of an organ, 
particularly of a lung. [ I'bek-tame ] 

lobed Impeller meter [ENG] A type of positive displacement 
meterin whichafluids~amisseparatedintodisaetequantities 
by rotating. meshing impellers driven by interlocking gears. 
( I6M im'pelar , m a w  1 

lobefln ilsh [VERT zoo] The common name for members 
composing the subclass Crossopterygii. ( '12ib,fin ,fish ] 

lobe-half-power width [ELECTROMAG] In a plane containing 
the direction of the maximum energy of a lobe, the angle be- 
tween the two directions in that plane about h e  maximum in 
which the radiation intensity is one-half the maximum value of 
the lobe. ( :16b :haf :pahar ,width ] 

lobeline [PHARM] &&,NO, A crystalline compound iso- 
lated from the herb and seeds of Indian tobacco (LubeliuinpOu): 
melting point is 130-131"C; soluble in hot alcohol. chloroform, 
and benzene: used in medicine as a respiratory stimulant [ '15 
baJm J 

lobe penetratlon [ELEJXROMAG] Penetration of the radar 
covemge of a station which h not limited by pulse repetition 
frequency, scope limitations. or the muring angle at the a i -  
muth of penetration. [ '16b ,pena'hZ&an ) 

lobe switching See beam switching. [ '1% ,swich.iO 
loblng [ELECTROMAG] Formation of maxima and minima at 
various angles of the v d d  plane an- pattern by the re- 
flection of energy from the surface surrounding the radar an- 
tenna; these reflections reinforce the main beam at some angles 
and detract from it at other angles, producing fingers of energy. 
[ '16b.i.l ] 

loblolly pine [BOT] Pinus rue& A hard yellow pine of the 
central and southeastern United States having a reddish-brown 
fissured bark, needles in groups of bee. and a full bushy top. 

lobopodla [INV zoo] Broad, thick pseudopodia. [ ,I@ 

Lobosla [INV zoo] A subclass of the protozoan class Rhi- 
zopod- generally characterized by lobopodia. [ 16'Wse-a J 

lobotomy [m] An operative section of the fibers between 
the frontal lobes of the brain. Also known as leukotomy; pn- 
frontal lobotomy. { 18'biid.amE J 

Lobry de Bruyn-Ekenstein translormalion [ORG CHEM] 
The change in which an aldose sugar treated with dilute alkali 
results in a mixture of an epimeric pair and 2-ketc-hexose due 
to the production of enolic forms in the presence of hydroxyl 
ions,foUowed by arearrangement. [ I6:brEda:brin 'P.kan,shtin 
,transfar,mii-shshan } 

lobster [INV zoo] The common name for several bottom- 
dwelling decapod mstaceans making up the family Homaridae 
which an commercially important as a food item. [ 'IHbstar J 
lobular pneumonia See bronchopneumonia [ 'lalryrlar 
na'mhya 

lobule [BIOL] 1. A small lobe. 2 A division of a lobe. lab 
WI 

local bction [ELEC] I. Internal losses of a battery caused by 
Chemical reactions producing local currents between different 
pans of a plate. 2 Quantitatively, the percentage loss per 
month in the capacity of a bauery on open circuit, or the amount 
of current needed to keep the battery fully charged. [MET] 

'Electrochemica1 corrosion resulting from the action of Id 
cells. [ '16-W lakshan ] 

local algebra [MATH] An algebra A over a field F which is 
the sum of the radical of A and the subalgebra consisting of 
Products of elements of F with the multiplicative identity of A. 

local anesthetic [PHARM] A drug which induces loss of sen- 
sation only in the region to which it is applied. I '1Wal ,an. 
X'thed-ik ] 

local angular momentum [METEOROL] Angular momentum 
a h t  an arbitrarily located vertical axis which is fixed with 
w t  to the earth. [ 'I&kal 'arygyclar ma'mewtam ) 

apparent noon [ASTRON] Twelve o'clock IOCA appar- 
ent time, or the instant the apparent sun is over the upper branch 
Of the local meridian. I Wkal a:parant :nib 1 

local apparent time [ASTRONJ m e  M of the celestial equa- 
W or the angle at the celestial pole. between the lower branch 
ofthe local celestial meridian and the hour circle of the apparcnt 
Or true sun. measured westward from the lower branch of the 

celestial meridian through 24 hours. [ 'bkal  a:parant 
,Em ] 

[ 'Ib,lM 'pin J 

ba'pMeJ ] 

N k a l  'al-jcbra J 

local device 1159 I 
l o C a G a ~  network [ C O W  SCI] A comtn~nicati~n~ net- 
work connecting various hardware devices together withii a 
building by means of a continuous cable or an in-house voice- 
data telephone system Also known as LAN. [ 'I@kal:erea 

LOBED IMPELLER METER 

local-area applied 'nebwark chiefly undemternavlgatlon ] in the inspection and system maintenance [NAY] of A offshore system 8- r--\ 
structures, in which time differences between the reception of 
acoustic signals from a chain of transmitters are used to deter- 
mine the positions of divers and of crewed and uncrewed un- 
derwatervehicles. Abbreviated LAUNS. [ ' G k d  l e e a  :an- 

lo@ arm See Orion arm. I 'lti-kal 'h ] 
local atrectlon See local magnetic disturbance. [ 'Meal 
a'tmkshan ] 

local base [MATH] For a point x in a topological space, a 
family of neighborhoods of x such that every neighborhood of 
xcontnins a member of tbe family. ALSO known as h e  for the 
neighbrhood system. ( :l@kal 'b& J 

l a d  base level See temporary base level. [ 'l@kal :biis :lev- 
a1 I 

local battery [ELEC] Battery that actuates the telegraphic sta- 
tion recording inshuments. as distinguished from the battery 
fumishing current to the l ie .  ( 'Ii5-kal 'bad- 1 

local-battery telephone set [ELECTXI Telephone set for 
which the transmitter current is supplied fnnn a battery, or other 
current supply circuit. individual to the telephone set the sig- 
naling current may be supplied from a local hand generator or 
from a canalized power source. [ 'l@kal 'badwfi 'tel-a,fon 

localbuckling [MECH] Buckling of thin elementsof acolumn 
section in a scries of waves or wrinkles. [ 'lekal 'bak4il) J 

localcable [COMMUNI Handmadecable fonnfor terminations 
of circuits a1 the attendant's switchboard, at unit equipment, and 
other locations. where wiring is run inside the section or unit. 
[ Wkal 'ksbal ] 

local Cell [ELEC] A galvanic cell resulting from differences 
in potential betucen adjacent areas on the surface of a metal 
immersed in an electrolyte. ( 'l&kal 'sel J 

local central off Ice [COMMUN] A telephone central office, 
which terminates subscriber lines and makes co~ections with 
other central offices, usually equipped to serve 10,OOO main 
telephones of its immediate community. 1 Wkal :senrral'bF 
=I 

local change [CCEANOGR] The time rate of change of a scalar 
quantity (such as temperature. salinity. pressure. or oxygen con- 
tent) in a fixed locality. [ Wkal 'chhj  ] LOBSTER 

local circuit [COMMUNI C i u i t  to a main or auxiliary circuit 
which can be made available at any station or patched from 
point to point through one or more stations. [ 'I@kal 'sarkat J 

1925-1952 for local mean time. [ 'I@kal :siv.al :Em J 
local cluster of stars See local star system. [ Wkal :klas.tar 
av : s W z  1 

local coelfklent [MATH] By using fiber bundles where the 
fiber is a group, one may generalize cohomology Wry for 
spaces; one uses such bundles as the algebraic basc for such a 
theory and calls the bundle a system of local coefficients. [ 'E 
kal ,k@i'fishant ) 

local wefflclent oi  heat transfer [THERMO] The heat trans- 
fer coefficient at a particular point on a surface. quai  to the 
amount of kat transferred to an infinitesimal area Ofthe Surface 
at the point by a fluid passing over it. divided by the product of 
this area and the difference between the temperatures of the 
surface and the fluid I 'lti-kal ,k&i'fish-ant av 'hi3 ,tranzfar } 

local control [COMMUN] System or method of radio-trans- 
mitter control whereby the control functions are performed di- 
rectly at the transmitter. 1 'I&kal kan'trijl 1 

local controllerSee first-level controller. [ 'I@kal kan'trblw } 
local coordinate system [MATH] The coordinate system 
about a point which is induced when the global space is locally 
euclidean. [ 'I&kal k6Urdan-a ,sistam J 

local derlvatlve [n MECH] The rate of change of a quantity 
fwith respect to time at a fixed point of a fluid, afar; it is related 
to the individual derivative dfldr through the expression aflar = 
df/dr - V. Vf, wherefis a thermodynamic propertyf(x,y.z,r) 
of the fluid, V the vector velocity of the fluid, and V the del 
operator. I 'I@k.kal da'riradiv ] 

localdevlce [COMPUTSCI] Peripheralequipmenf that is linked 

--.-) 

d 4 w U a  ,nav~'ghIshan ,siszam ] \, @ 'j 
\.j 

Meshing impellers in the lobed 

\ ~ ~ ~ $ ~ n $ ~ ; i d ~ ~ ~  show 

,set I 

local Civil tima [ASTRON] united states lerminobgy during 

~ i " n e , r p , " s ~ ; { ~ ~ $ g l $ ~  $;:\ 
are used to crush prey. 
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directly to a computer or other supporting equipment, without 
an i m e n i n g  communications channel. ( 'I@kal di'vis 1 

l o a !  dlstortlon [MATH) The absolute value of tbe derivative 
of an analytic function at a given point ( 'l@kal di'slbrshan ] 

local exchange See exchange. ( 'lekal iks'ch%nj ) 
local extra observation [METEOROL] An aviation weather 
observation taken at sp i f ied  intervals, usually every 15 
minutes. when then are impending aircraft operations and when 
weather conditions are below certain operational wcatherlimits; 
the observation includes ceiling, sky condition. visibility. at- 
mospheric phenomena, and pednent remarks. ( '16.kal lek. 
stra ,Sbzar'vhhan 1 

local flrst selector [ c o y m ~ ~ ]  The second portion of a line 
that connecu to a calling line. through a line primary switch. to 
a local second selector and special service second selector, and 
retuns a dial tone to the calling subscribers. ( 'l&kal ifam 
si:lek.t?r ) 

local lorecast [MEreoaoL) Generally. any weather forecast 
of conditions over a relatively limited area, such as a city or 

Lo& Group [ASTXON] A p u p  of at least 20 known galaxies 
in the vicinity of the sun; the Andromeda Spiral is the largest of 
the group, and the Milky Way Galaxy is the second largest 

local hldden-variable theovSee hidden-variable theory of the 
second kind. [ 'Iti-kal : h i b n  'verEvba1 ,thEa~E ) 

local hourangle [ASTRONI Angular distance west of the local 
celestial meridian. I '1iFkal ' a b  larygal 1 

local Imrnunlty [WUNOL] Immunity localized in a specific 
tissue or region of the body. ( '1B;kal i'mytknadd ) 

local Inflow [HYD] The water that enters a stream between 
two stream-gaging stations. ( '16-kal 'in,fl6 ) 

local Invariance [ p m ]  The property of physical laws which 
remain unchanged under a specified set of symmetry transfor- 
mations even when these transfonnations are chosen indepen- 
dently at every point of space and time. ( Wkal in'verZans ) 

locellty [PHYS] 'Ihe condition that two events at spatially 
separated locations arc entirely independent of each other, pro- 
vided that the time interval between the events is less than that 
requindforalightsignaltotravelfromonelocationtotheother. 
( 16'kaI%d* ) 

locellzatlon (COMW~ XI] Imposing some physical order 
upon a set of objects, so that a given object has a greater prob- 
ability of being in some particular regions of space than in others. 
( ,I*a-la'zPshan ] 

locallzed state [QWANT MECHI A state of mbtion in which an 
electron may be found anywhere within a region of a material 
of linear extent smaller than that of the material. I 'l@ka,lizd 
' S t a  ) 

locallzed vector [MECH] A vector whose line of application 
or point of application is pnscribed, in addition to its dmtion. 
[ '16-kqlizd 'vck-tar ] 

locallter [ N A V ~  Adirrcticnal radio h n  to provide aircraft 
witb s i p &  for lateral guidance with respect to the runway 
centerlime. ( 'bka,Rz-ar ] 

locallevel [NAV] Theplanenormalto thelocalvettical. [ 'le 
kal 'lev-al ] 

local llnr [COMMLIN] A telephone line terminating at the local 
central office. I 'Ia-kal 'En ) 
local loop See home loop. ( '16.kal'IUp ] 
local lunar tlme [ A ~ O N ]  The M of the celestial equator, or 
the angle at the celestial pole, between the lower brancb of the 
local celestial meridian and the hour circle of the moon, meas- 
ured westward from the lower branch of the local celestial me- 
ridian through 24 hours; local hour angle of the moon, "pres+ 
in time units, plus 12 h m :  local lunar time at the Greenwich 
meridinn is called Oreenwich lunar time. [ 'Ib*kal :lU.nar :ffi 1 

locally arcwlsr connected topologlcal apace [MATH] A 
topologicalspaccinwhicheverypointhesanarcwiseconnected 
neighborhood. that is. an open set any two points of which can 
be joined by an arc. I 'I&ka42 'Urk,wiz ka,nekad :w;ldjw 
kal :spas ] 

locally compact topologlcal spnce [MATH] A topological 
space in which every point lies in a compact neighborhood 
( '16-ka-B kam'pakt :t!lpa:lllj*kal :spB ] 

locallycDnnecledtopologlcalspace [MATH] A topological 
space in which every point has a connected neighborhood. 
( '1B;ka.M ka'nek-tad #ip:l@a.kal lsp& 1. 

locally convex space [MATH] A Hausdorff topological vec- 

airport. [ '16kYl Yljr'kast 1 

1 '1B;kal 'gdp 1 

tor space E such that evay neighborhood of any p i n t x  bel~nk 
ing to E contains a convex neighborhood of x. ( ' l @ k ~  

space in which every point has a neighborhood which is h m  
morphic to a euclidean space. ( '1B;ka-18 yil'W+%n :w;qj. 
a-kal :spL } 

locally flnlte famlly of sets [MATH] A family of subsets ofa 
topalogical spce such that each point of the topological qpace 
has a neighborhood that intersects only a h i t e  number of 
subsets. ( :lt+ka4i5 :fi,nif ' f m l €  av 'sets 1 
locally Integrable furiction . [MATH] A function is  said to be 
locally integrable on an open set S in n-dimensional e- 
space if it is defined almost everywhere, in S and has a && 
integral on compact subsets S. 1 :la3ra.lE :inta-gmbl 'fagk. 
shan ] 

locally one to one [MATH] A function is locally one to e 
if it is one to one in some neighborhood of each point, ( '15 
ka.12 'wan ta 'wan ) 

locally trivial bundle [MATH] A bundle for which each pint  
in the base has a neighborhood U whose inverse image un& 
the projection map is isomorphic to a Cartesian product of t~ 
with a space isomorphic to the fibers of the bundle. I :Ek& 
:triv.Eal b m d a l ]  

local Mach number [AERO EN01 The Mach number of an 
ipolated section of an airplane or its airframe. 1 '121.lnl 'a 
panrbar ) 

local magnetic dlsturbance [GEOPHYS] An anomaly of the 
magnetic field of the earth. extending over a relativdy small 
area, due to local magnetic Muences. Also known as local 
a d o n .  1 'l@kal mag'nedik di'starbans ] 

locd maxlmuh [MATH] A local maximum of a functicnfip 
a vabf(c) offwhercf(x) Sf(c) for all x in some neighborhood 

um.fissaid to have alocal maximum 

] Twelve o'clock local meantime, 

e Greenwich meridian is called 
Greenwich mean noon 

local mean time [ASIRON] The arc of Ihe celestial equator, 
or the angle at the celestial pole. between the lower branch of 
the local celestial maidian and the hour circle of the mean sun, 
measured westward fmm the lower branch of the local cdeathl 
meridian through 24 hours. [ 'ltkkal :mEn ;t-m 1 

local rnerldlan [ASIRON] Themeridianthrough any particular 
position which serves as the reference for local time. ( '16-kal 
ma'riddan ) 

local mlnlmurn [MATH] A local minimum of a functionffs a 
valueflc) ofiwhenflx) ~ f ( c )  for all x in some neighborhood 
of c; if&) is alocal minimum,fis said to have a local 
at c. 'lbkal 'min-amam ) 

local networking [corn SYS] The system of communicabn 
linking together the components of a single robot. 1 'M 
'net,mrk*ig ] 

local noon [ ~ O N J  Noon at the loca~ meridian. 'Wd 
'nb 1 

localosolllator [ELECTR] The oscillator in a supuhetaodylLo 
receiver. whose output Is mixed with the incoming modulated 
radio-frequency carrier signal in the mixu to give the 
convmions needed to produce the intermediate-frequency SY- 
naL I 'lMcal 'Usa,W-ar ] 

localoscillator lnjecllon [ E L E ~ ]  Adjustment used to VW 
the magnitude of the local oscillator signal that is coupled 
the mixer. ( 'I@kal 'Lls-a,liid.ar inyek-shan ) 

local.orclllalor ndlatlon [u~cra] Radiation of tho fundr- 
mental or harmonics of the 10cd oscillator of a superhenmdync 
m i v e r .  ( 'lbkal 'U-a,Eidar ,&id.t18.shan I 

local peat [OEOL] Peat formed by groundwater. Also knm 
as basin peat. I Wkal 'pEt ] 

local pnheetlng [METI The heating of a specific portion d 
a material or structure prior to the performance of a joinine a 
fabrication process. [ '18.kal pri?h€d-ig ] 

local procurement [ORD] 1. Procurement of supplf* Q 

equipment in the continental United States by other than a 
tralized purchasing office. such as purchase by an instaWJa 
of supplles and equipment for use of that installation. 2. 
curement of supplies or equipment for its own usc in a~ @ 
outside the United States by a United States military c o e d  
located in that area. [ Wkal pra'kyhnant ] 

' h , v e h  $pas I 
lOWlly euclidean tOpolOglCd SpaUr [MATH] A topologi~ 
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